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THE 88 G OH STMT SYMBOL";
ROBERT FROST«8 LIFE M L  ART ,

IN RELATION TO HIS PHILOSOPHY OF POETRY

Some have relied; on what they 2m©w|
Others ©a being'simply trm®A
lhat worked for them might work for yom0

=*=8i,Provide Providei6 by Robert Frost

X

Robert Frost’s philosophy of poetry has been a life-
long definition. of what his own experience in poetry, and 
life has beenj, and his synthesis of life and art is so 
remarkable beeanse it has been the wholehearted and faithful

There have been many students of Frost’s poetry who 
have analysed his theories and -practice of rhythm# sound# 
and sense# but none of them# so far’as I know# has yet made 
a study of the Peonstant symbol66 which# as I shall try to 
prove# stands at th© heart ©f-his philosophys •

Every single poem' written regular Is a symbol small 
or great of the way the will has to pitch into commitments 
deeper and deeper, to a rounded conclusion and then be 
judged for whether any. original intention it had has 
been strongly spent or weakly^ lost ; be it In art# . ,
politics# school# church# business# love# or. marriage 
in a piece of work or in a career o - Strongly spent is
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Im this malogy between the 19will85 which is the
primary fer.ee in a peem’s creation and the wwill19 which
..must he spent im other creative activities of life# Frost
has shorn that his philosophy of poetry and his philosophy
of life are very similar^ if not identicalo He has dis=>
■ closed his belief that in the intensity of the poet9a
creative wills) which is the poet9s true- subjectivity* lies
the success of his art| -and he has said that what holds
true for art holds true for all ©f life# that the same
principle applies wim a piece of work - or in a career»88

A study of the success ©f Frost® s. "original intention"
im individual poems and in his career as a whole, ought to
reveal that his life, is the projection and that his art is.
the reflection of this "constant symbol" in his philosophy
of poetryo In order;to discover how ©lose these eorrelations
may be# we shall try .to judge Frost as he would judge another
poet: ■ :

Had he anything to be true to? Was he true to it?
- Bid he use ' good words? You eomM-ns t tell, unless you", 

made out what idea they were supposed to be'good for0 
Every poem is an epitome of the great predicament; a 
figure of the will braving alien' entanglements o®

, The basis of Frost® s philosophy is the same as that

^ Robert Frost# -̂ The Gongtant
2 Ibido .* ■

#," Appendix IVo



of Emerson's and William James' philosophy: 

••• the conviction that the increase of scientific 
knowledge has not rendered useless the truths known to 
poets and philosophers through the ages. Or, puttins 
it in a way less displeasing to scientists, science (to 
paraphrase both Robert Frost and Bertrand Russell) is a 
power-knowledge; it is in itself neither understanding 
nor wisdom, and what it leaves out of account way be as 
important for philosophy as what it considers. 

Frost's application of the "constant symbol's" kind 

of wisdom to lite is his positive answer to the challenge 

of science, which seems to make mral ideas appear meaningless, 

reasoning appear as rationalization, and all previously held 

concepts of man's nature disappear--as though they had been 

completely exploded in the laboratory. Yet in spite ot the 

widespread fear ot science, 

Frost has continued to regard science as one of the 
natural companions of the mind. Geology and astronom:r 
have furnished him w1 th images. He has reared no 
barricades of zqth ar symbol against physics and chemistry, 
nor has interstellar space made him feel less at home in 
the world than the world on its own terms would allow him. 
He has continued to regard man as the measure of all 
things without asserting that man' s power to measure is 
a supernatural gratt on the native stock. He has judged 
men and events by the inner monitor of integrity that 
sits alone within the understanding of the individual, 
and this in an age when the individual is instructed to 
consider himself crushed and helpless in a world that has 
outgrown h1:ra.4 

Frost has expressed his ideas concerning the uses of 

science in many W&Js, sometimes seriously, sometimes humorously. 

After telling of Brad, who spent his nights looking through a 

3 Hyatt Howe Waggoner, "The Humanistic Idealism of 
Robert Frost,".XIII (November, 1941), 214. See also Bertrand 
Russell, The Scientific OUtlook, pp. 83-4. (~erican Literature) 

--------------------4 Theodore Morrison, "'The Fault, Dear Brutus,• Poetic 
Example and Poetic Doctrine Today," Pacific Spectator, I 
(Summer, 1947), 249. 
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S© 1®scope9 christened wThe Star~$plitt©rP 55 Frost poses the 
questlong

W@8t© looked and looked^ but after all where are we?
Do we know amy better where we areo o o? ' -

Aad after writing ia his poemp mAt Woodward6 s G-ardeas'pw of 
two little monkeys ia a cage aad a burning=glass they could 
not understandp Frost eoneludesg: ;

' The already known had ©noe more been confirmed ■
By psychological experiment0 o o
■ Idealism is fundamental in Frost8 s conception of man8® 

naturej and he has found-, support for this idealism in Emerson' •' 
and Jas® s and his own experience o ̂

Frost holds that ideals are realp® that ideals are
powerful instruments in man8 s march toward his dream9 7

- that man is not merely a body but a spirit as w@llp8
that9 inaother wordsa intelligence and volition give 
man a power *ieh is different from the force of a 
chemical explosion and which no laboratory experiment 
can prove to_be illusory ©r necessarily doomed t© _ _ . 
frustration0 Many bound, by fat© p yet has freedom! •

K ''ifagg©nners o£ 0 ©itog) pc 216
. ® See S8The Trial by Existence9" (Collected Poems of 

Robert Frost n ,.p» 08s in •ofaich Frost d©ais" with'eourages7ate s 
Sd' fr©edoii’aad reach®s a conelusloa like that of Emerson in 
roFat©isr in The Conduct of Life 0 See also ' ̂ Reluctance g *8 p0 45 
in i?hi©h Frost^hows"’that man does not accept fate passively 
and 88On a Tree Fallen Across the Ready88 p0 096s in which he 
■ shows that mam has a goal9 a purposeP to take him around or 
over 8 obstacleso8' . .

 ̂Se© R̂idersy®' p0 545» Gf» Emerson in wF@w©rCf in The 
Conduct of Life and elsewhere in the ess^so Gf c also James 
in ^Th© Will to Believe88 in the volume of that title o .

8 Se® - 88A Soldiers ® p.0 550o .
® Se© 89On th® H©art8 s Beginning to Cloud the Mindy88 p® 57# <,

% ̂  •• " " ,Gfo James9 "The Dilemma of Determinism^ 88 in The Will
to Belie ve g end Emersorig "Fat @988 in The Gomduct of Life o'

(bo 
<S
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and that freedom increases as Intelligence and eourag®
.,11 '

Frost9 s po©mg 18C 
he prefaced by Emersone

a Tree Fallen Across the Roads!?

12. So far as a man thinks 2 h© is free o » <> The revelation
of thought takes a man out of servitude into freedomc o ©r®
The one serious and formidable thing in nature is a will©1*

The tree the tempest with a ©rash of wood . -
■ Throws down in front of ms is not to bar 
,Our ,passage to our journey8 s end for good9 

Just to ask ms who ,w® think .we are '
"s on our own way so ©

She likes to halt us in our runner tracks» .
And make us get down in a foot of snow 

what to do without- an 'ax® 0
And yet she knows ■ obstruction is in vain s ■ . 
We will not be put off the final goal /
We - have it hidden in us to attain^
lot though we have to seise earth by the pole

■ And3 tired of aimless ©ireling in on©
Steer straight off after something into space ©
From the restless period of his early youths, when he

first beoame- sure of what he wanted from lifFrost has
remained cheerfully and ’persistently .single-minded about
his ideal or goal«=«hig 88original intention®^to be a poet©

■ 11 « s PPo 216=17o The references
to sp e©ifie poems by Frost and to the works by Emerson and 
James ©ited above were suggested by Waggonner©

IS
14

Emerson^ The Oonduot of Elfep p© 230 
Ibidg p© 2Sp
Xbido p p» S0o
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He has heea ©©iMG8a=ssBgi'bl@ m d  almost hard-headed aisont it 
teo— for'a poeto As long as thirty years ago9 im- the 
earliest period of his fame# he was quoted as sayings *%her 
is mo other way to attain to poetic success than hy stem 
emotional control and absolute adherence to sincere endeavoro‘ 
He was implying even them that if the poet* s ^original 
intentionw has been ^strongly spenta w his poetry will he

HIS

of. *Str©ogly spent is synonymous with 
applies not only to Frost*s career as a whole$ but to 

specific poems which are memorable because of "that ardent 
and unifying emotion which is Frost* s peculiar quality and 
his essential s p i r i t T h i s  emotion or spirit is what 
Frost himself ©alls9 in reference to a specific po©ms the 
"original int@ntlon®=^®a particular mood that won*t be
satisfied with

regular® and 
deeper and 
begins9 as Frost, 
eacho Bmt the pc

less.than its own fulfillment0̂
"every single poem written 

way the will has to pitch into commitments 
to a rounded e©nelmslon®=>“©r ■ ®fulf illment®= 

ip' with the "original intention® of - 
is quick to asks "How can the world

Mo Po Tilleyy "Hotes from Conversations with Robert 
Frosta® The Inlanderg University of Michigan9- XX (February9
y o •. > . , .

Louis Untermeyery A Critical Anthology § Modern 
AmeKLean Poetryg Modern British Poetry0 ©SaBXnecT SdWfonT 1956,
pTsni

Frost9 "The-©onstant Symbolp® Appendix I¥o



kti©w mjthing a© Intimate as what we were intending to .to?19 ■■■■■.
And Frost has a reply ready for his ©to questions w$h©
‘ answer is the world presumes t© knowo88̂®

It should be pointed oat that Frost dees not believe 
in poet ie criticism^ for this very reasong he thinks it 
is to© presumptuous when it claims t© know something s© 
intimate as TO at the poet was intending to do* F©r9 according 
to Frost1 s philosophyg TOIoh is based primarily upon his 
own creative experience 9 the poet himself doe's not=»and. 
should not==knoWg when h© begins a poem9 either its 
development or its out come the "rounded conclusion!1 of 
the "particular mood that won81 be satisfied with- anything 
less than its own fulfillmentoto Except for some interesting 
analogies (which will be referred to later in this study)9 
that is all' that Frost will admit about a poem1® •"original 
intent ion If the poet will admit no more 9 how cam the
critic presume' to know-morel

It is mot surprisingtherefore 9 that Frost does mot

18 Ibldo :
Elisabeth Dr@Wg Lecture in Contemporary English and 

American Poetry, Bread hoaf School of English, Bread Loaf,. Vt®, 
August 6, 1947o • '■ •'

'ITb Frost expressed this viewpoimt in an interview 
with the writer at the Bread Loaf School of EnglishP July. 22, 1947o

Brew, Bread Leaf Lecture, August 1947®
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like his poetry eritieis©ds® andP furthermore <, that he does 
not believe in giving the erities any more help than he has 
to give t h e m o A n d  it is clearly not complacencys as some 
• critics would have it^^^ which leads Frost to acknowledge .

- - , _ - 0Kthat he resp©ak(s) after semteneej, resenting judgment0W He 
prefers that his individual readers should make their own 
assoeiationsD for.%e believes he has shows himself well ,

■ ' • •• • f®*7enough to be understood by the discerning0
. , His reaction against the contemporary tendency to 

' close analysis of poems is very sharps and he is no less 
pungent in his criticism of poets like T> So Eliot9. whos 
in The Waste lands, annotated his poems o. 0 » He one® 
remark©cTTXroni eally) that ^Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening,f was the kind of poem he8 d like to print on one
page$ to be followed with wforty„ pages of footnoteSo^28

88 Ibido
.Ho Ac, ©©Wolf® Howes t9You Used to lead It Too*8 

(Youth1 s Companion) 3 The Saturday Review of literatures XXI 
(March. 23p 1940) g 3-4g 17=18 c,

Sandall Jarrellg “The ©ther Robert Frost9 fS The 
Hation3 GLX¥ (Hovember 29a 1947)3 588=92s Malcolm Gowl©yg 
‘“Frosts • A Dissenting ©pinionsn The Hew Republicg H i  
(September 119 1944)9 312=13g Cowley9 “’fEe^asehAgainst 
Frosts II9W The Hew Republic0 III (September 189 1944)9 545=7

Fr©st9 pp.o cito
28 Mro Frost showed his pleasure when:the writer t old 

him of her favorable impressions in reading English lb final- 
examination themes (written in May9 19479 at the University of 
Arizona) by student s who read and commented upon a number of 
Frost1 s. poems which they had never seen before o The interview 
'Occurred at Bread Loafy July 22s 19470 .

Dawrance Thompson9 Fire and lee g The Art and 
Thought of Robert Frost0 p0 xii0

28 Reginald Do ©©ok9 ■ mR©bert; Frost1s Asides on His■
Poe try 9 f$ Ameri ©an Literature a. XIX (January9 1948 )9 355o



Fortiamatelĵ  Fr©st?s own leetures and ©eeasional 
prefaees^hems elves ©©Btain a kind of ©ritieism and are 
e%#@.llemt. imtrodnetioms to M s  poetry^ Without eritieal . 
paraphernalia^ simpleg 'profomds and individual9 they have j, 
.nevertheless^ like se many of Frost®s poemsP a deceptive 
©as©' which is very likely to mask subtlety0 But of ©ows© 
the goodness or value of his prose or his poetry has nothing 
to do with the difficulty of either0 (Sine® Frost 'does not 
regard ©xplieit statement as an artlstie blemish^ one is not 
faced with an overwhelming ©bsewity to begin witho .» oFrost® s 
subtlety* « obeeomes more 'apparent with ©ontiamed reading0 
And9 furthermores ,6Frost writes with a twinkle in his ©yes0 
lis intentions are not always to be read on .the surface of 

Frost himself has criticized the implieation
s right in the middlesthat 18Just easy enough$> Just hard 

is what .literary ..©ritieism ought to 
over the pasts he says9 ©onvine©s him otherwise o

29 o of Frost® s lectures (wAh Evening with Robert • 
Frost8 and $8Edueati©m by Poetryg A,Meditative Monologue8)
and two of his prefaces (!®2h© Figure a Poem Makes8® and "The
Constant Symbol") have been included with this study as...

Wo Co OaB©nnell9 88Robert Frost and Hew England: J 
Revaluations88 Yale Review* XXXVII (June9 1948)9 701 *

31: F 6 ilhi ehers "Unit and Uni verse, Forum
GVI (July9 1946)s 660

Frost9 ©po cito
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& e  Iliadp Qdjss@y0 and Aeneid are easy0 The Purgatori© 
is said t© Ee hardo The Song of Songs i£ hardo Sere’ haw 
heem works lately to surpass > 1 1 records for hardnesso 
Some knotted riddles tell what may be wrth out trouble0 
Bmt hard ©r easy seems to me of slight us© as a test either 
wayo5^

wH@w © m  the world know anything so intimate as what 
we were .intending to do?®9 Frost askso

The mmLd cam only presume to know the path of the 
poet6 s intention from the signs which he Ms, from time to . . 
time p set up along the way0

Before any ^commitments66 are made by the "will18 as t@ 
the direction which it will take in a particular poem. Frost 
explains, the poet begins with "freedom to squander66--freedom 
in time and freedom ©f choiceg "the only discipline to begin 
with is the inner mo©d'i-©r8impulss089̂  The poet often, begins 
by being "youthfully step-careless, 6®%ik© the young politician 
before he. makes his choice between the two principal parties 
of our systems • for "calculation .is usually mo part in fee 
first step in any walko66̂ ® But before long (probably by 
the end of the first line in a poem), he must make a choice—  
such a choice as Frost had to make many years ago in

' ' ; ’ l  ibido 
: : 34 Ibido

35 Ibido
5 6  I b i d o
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THE ROAD HOT TAKE!

Two reads diverged in a yellow wo©d9 
And serrj I eould met travel both 
And be one traveler^ long X steed 

. And looked down on© as far.. as I eould - 
To where It bent in the undergrowthg
Then took the other s as just as fair9 
And having perh^s the better elaims.
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
- Though as for that the passing there'
Had worm them really about the same0
And both that morning equally lay 
. In leaves no step had trodden blaeko 
0h9 I kept the first for another day I 
Yet knowing how way leads ©a t© way9 ..
1 doubted if I should ever com© backo
I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hene©:
Two roads diverged in a wood9 and I —
I took the one less traveled by9 
And that has made all the differenee o
.Frost learned early how lsway leads on to waysn and

one 48eommitmentto to another ,i8eomBiitm@nt18<=“be it $sim a pie©®
of work^^a poem“»»Mor in ...a eare'er^^of poetry©- In his youth*.
life offered Frost a variety ,©f prospeetiv© roads to travel©
The road of formal ©due at ion was offered at Dartmouth9 but
be remained as a student for only two months in 18920
Following his 88inner mood88 or impulses he refused to
,reomnit?9 himself to traveiimg a read, which seemed irksome
to him0 Sos at eighteens Frost went home to help his mother
in her s ehool m e ar liawrene e s Massachusetts © She had a group
of rough boys at the timer, and teaching them was the least

of her work o told'myself "-perhaps as &m excuse 919



p if I had, t o
b@ more useful romghlmg arohmd that school tham roiigblmg 

apomad at collage '
Other interesinterests which e©liege somehow did 

not t oneh=~were " drawing him toward the road he had already 
peered at as a hoy in high school^the road to Poetryo At 
fifteen he had s© en his first poem printed in the Lawrence 
High School Bulletin o And ^loBg'hefor© he was eights en8 
Frost knew what he wanted to dog he literally attached him« 
self to poetryo85®® At nineteen he received a check for 
fifteen dollars when his first 89prof©ssional18 poem was 
accepted by The Independentq a magazine of national elreulati©n0 
But editors9 for the most part5, did mot care for the ,8strange9. 
soil-flavored quality ihieh even then distinguished his lines0 8 

Frost8s mother encouraged his interest ia.poetry* but 
his grandfather reminded him that no one could make a living •
at it© t8We811 give you a year to make a go of it/88 he

: 1 ' - , \ suggested shrewdlyo MAmd you811 have to promise to quit. ,
writing if you c m 81 make a success ©f it in a yearo What
do you say?88̂ ®

39

Gome In and Other Poems by Robert Frost 9 po’ 7

fl A Critical Anthology9 pc 208© 
o Com© In and Other Poems by Robert Frosts Po' ©
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me twenty«=»«-give .me 'twenty9-w replied the 
minet©en=year«=©ld youth, like am auctioneer, for he knew 
better than te. Foommit^ himself to anything less than a 
lifetime (measured by M s  age at the. time) ©f poetry 

• Frost had to wait the full twenty years, but he 
continued writing, in of discouragements|
his first book, A Boj9 s Will, was published ju 
years later, he proved Maself to be not only a true poet 
but an: accurate prophet as well© "  ̂  ̂- :

His grandfather was still willing t© help him continue 
his gcho.las tie edueatiom, but ?8Fr©st was not willing to take
the advice that went with the help © He might be told what

<42to do, but never how to do it085 So Frost taught at on© 
school and another and reported and edited a column of: notes 
and sketches for the .Lawrence Sentinel 0 Then, in 189.5, he married 
Elinor White, who had been his ©©valedictorian at the Lawrence

to
Two years after his marriage. Frost once more tried 

pleas© his grandfather-"by entering Harvardo .He was 
two when he enrolled, and he remained until, he was 
four© Frost picked up something for himself during

The classics interested him, and he discovered

Xbldo

4S Ibid©, Po 70
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in VirKil%s Eelogues amd Georgies the nourishment he most
em'redo . He missed-having a class under William Jamesg hut
he liked the study of philosophys as he still does9 and he
enjoyed a course by Santayana^ whose {tgolden speech” and
^deliberate speedy-majestic instamcy” of exposition impressed
him greatlyd-̂ F

And then9 ihen he had had enough of Harvard^ he once
again' deserted academic halls 9 this time for his own peculiar
unlversltyg a farm near Derry^ hew Hampshire 0 It was a
refuge provided for him by his disappointed grandfather9 a
place where he could support his growing family.while living
”a -life close to the soil among s©il-= tinged folk” and
iistening to the “racy comonness” of their turns of thought
and feeling and phrase . - - *

Explaining his decision not to continue his academic
education,, Frost said years later =

I could not then live in a college or university 
, atmosphere because of the restrainto X could not- do 
things because they had to be donee I.suppose X have 
been guided in my life so far by instinct to protect 
what I was or wanted to be* The most pronounced instance 
where.my life was .influenced by. this instinct was when X 

'' ■ - gave up my work at ■ Haf war do X did not regret leaving8 , 
howevers for X could not. stay0 X could not have explained 
then even to myself why X did not stay 0 I just had to go0̂

■ ■Gorham Munson3 Bobert Frosts A Study in Sensibility 
and Good Senseg p0 540 .. ^

44 Xbid0fl Po 55c
4  ̂Tilley9 ©po ©ito .o Po i.0
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' Frost* s wLlliag&ess to guided lay i8izistlm©t to 
protect Wat (he) was or wanted to be# is reflected in his 
philosophy of poetry0. -As a young mam9 Frost knew more about 
himself than he was able to prove to anyone 0 It was a 
personal belief9 a knowledge that he did not want to tell 
ether people about because he could not prove that he knew®
But in his foreknowledge he had something that was going to 
believe itself into fulfillment9 into acceptance0 And he
was not talking until he. knew- more9 until he had something
. . 46 . •to ShOWo : •

Butg in the meantime9 he could protect himself 
instinctively from any conditions which threatened to 
restrain his creative..energies from their natural course 
of development and achievement <, He could refuse ^commitments® 
which were alien to his ^original intentionshe could— and 
would»=remain intensely individual^ for she early decided t© ;: 
be his own mans and by so being he has developed his own 
special gift to the full®#

, ,, Frost farmed at B@rry9 Hew Hampshire 9. from, 190© to 
19Q50 In the wooded hills and rolling fields of the country 
of West=lunning Brook9 he found the inspiration for many of 
his Hew Hampshire poems® fhe farm which grudgingly yielded ■ 
him a living during these years toughened his respect for

^  Frosts "Education by Poetryg A Meditative Monologueg 
Appendix IIo ^ •:v ■■ '

William Rose Ben@t9 !6Wise Old Woodchucks ̂
Saturday Review of Literature 3 .XIY (May 5Qfl 1956 )s ., 6®
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mat w e  amd diselpllmed him t© hard lahor 0 Meanwhile he - 
was aeeeptimg the sternest kind ©f dlseiplla© from his arts 
praetieimg them j, as later, his he lief that the task that 
takes the most ©haraetery the -most expense- of wwillsw is' -
toth@ self=assigned task■carried out only at the imstamt.

4:8mrgemey of the worker 3s own desireo19 For, as Frost has
expressed it in his poemg "Two Tramps in Mud fime s55

Only where Iot© and meed are om®, " ; :,
■ And the work is play , for mortal- stakes, ; '
Is the deed ever really don© ' ,, , ,
For Heaven and the future8 s sakes o

One© s while remarking how he had seen ?fart make the change
from form to eontent and back to forme,$$ Frost made a wise
©hservation and a personal wishr' .' - .. -

We people ^ o  are given too much freedom sway between 
freedom and discipline<> Where would one■ like to existf 
I would like to exist, aliy© and in motion between those 
two things, smying a little with my times0 '

The first time that Frost became known in his special
field to the people of Berry was when he, read several of his
poems at a meeting ©f the Berry pillage Men6 s Clubo ttMttl@
did (his neighbors) think then that the modest yorag man who
read to (them) in sueh a pleasing manner would be heralded as
one of the country6s greatest poets before many years had

Sidney Gox, "Robert Frost at Plymouth," The lew 
Hampshire Troubadour a X¥I CH©ve*@r, 1946) , 20 o .
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,,50
Soem aft ea? this Frost bee am® @ne @f the teaching 

staff of Pinkerton Academy9 im Berrys where he taught 
English from 1906 to 191i0

His origimal method of presenting the sub jeet0 o o 
was most interesting to M s  pupils9 so far was it from 
the usual manner in which the sub jeet was quit® 
universally taught 0 His manner in the ©lass room'was 
most informal and' foretold the ■ seminars which have mad® 
his e© liege work s© unique 0 ^

It was during this time that he began to show himself 
msympatheti© to diserepamoies between life and art5 for, 
with Frost9 art has always been $9th@ means to release 
significanceo Life9 or experience^ is the Thus,
"Frost (holds) with the romantles that a poem is am expression
of an ©a&e.fl to illustrate - what

Wneommon in experience^ uneoimnom im, writing0 
Goman in experiene©=-=©ommon in writihgo 
Uncoimnon in expe rienoe=-oommom in writing» 
Gommom in experience =*“Uneoiamoii in writingo

" Years

^  Ibidoo pp. 
^  Gook, 19Poet
a-„ 194,7 Vi

14-lSo
in the Mountains,19 Western Beviews XI

Robert E c Spiller and others,. 
the United States,' ¥01.0 II, ppo 1195-6D

History of



Kie last of theses Frost told his studentss Is 68the proper
„54material and method for literature o*8

Frost left Berry in 1911 to teaeh at the Hew Hampshire 
State Wormal School at Plymouth* at the invitation of the 
new head of the Normal SchoolP who had 'been principal of 
Pinkerton Aeademyo Here again Frost brought, to academic 
halls a .moist hnaeademic mindo

fo the standardizing processes of American education 
heo o >offered the tacit and half =humoroms opposition of 
an unconquerable Individualismo One may be sure that any 
student strong enough to stand alone would get a smile 
and a wink and a handclasp from Robert Frost0

Any talent for writing he encouraged m d  nursed along;and m y
feeling for literature shown by a student he cultivated with
gentle care« In his teaching then* as in later years* Frost
asked of his students what he valued most for his country;
originality and initiativeHis informal methods were an
outgrowth of his determination to reject conformity with
orthodox methods in all instances where they limited Initiative
unnecessarilyo®^ Alwayss Frost .tried* in his own wordss

Rica Brenner * i8Gomiion in Experience*m Recognition 
of Robert Frostg Twenty^Fifth Anniversary9 p0 - SS8o

bS Harriet Monroe* Poets •&' fheir Art* p.0 570.
bb |?pOSt* tt*Ehe Figure a Poem Makes*$8 Appendix III o
b? f om Rodman* ^Biographical Intr©d®tion,f to "The 

Robert Frost Symposim* n Touchstone„. Amherst College*. February* 
1959* Po 70 . , „
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*sto give—  the freedom Is d like to hav@o®® ■
. All I would’keep for myself .is She freedom of my 

mat©rlal="=tlie eoraditioa of foody aad mind now and then 
to summons aptly from the vast ©haos of all I have 
lived through©

As a teacherFrost applied his philosophy of poetry 
to give his students an ,9edmeation foy metaphoron He has 
explained the value and the implications of such an education 
in a "meditative monologue

We seldom tell (students) what thinking meansg we 
seldom tell them 1 1 is just .-putting this and that to
gether | it is just saying m e  thing in terms of .another© 
$© tell them is to set their feet m  the first,of the . 
ladder the top of udiich sticks through the sky© Trung)

Greatest of all attempts to say one thing In terms 
of another is the philosophic attempt to say matter in 
terms of spirit s or spirit in terms of matters to make 
the final unity© That is the greatest attempt that ever 
failed© But it is the height of poetry5 the height of 
all thinking3 the height of all poetic thinking5 that 
attempt to say matter in terms of spirit and spirit in 
terms of matter©®® '

Frfost not only showed his students how-to thinks, fout 
he told them that "having thoughts of your own is the only

£ITfreedom©® Freshening his discussions with "his provocative

O0X9 "Some Educational Beliefs and Practices of 
Robert Frostp 11 Educational Records 3QC1X .(October^ 1948)j, 418© 

eg -Frosts "The Figure a Poem Hakesy® Appendix III©
Frosty "Education foy PoetryyM Appendix .11©
Cooky . "Robert Frost as. Teacher., *5 College English,, . 

Fill (Februaryy 1947) s 2540 ..... ..
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play of mind and M s  wMmsieal and ironic musing/ 8 he 
released experienee to sigBifieanee in the olassroom m d  made 
Mthe height of teaching^ like the height of po©try9..whi©h is 
a performance in mrdss a performance in thinking086

Frost8 s. grandfather had given him the farm at Berry 
on such terms that he 'was #e©mmitt@dw to it for ten yearso ; 
When the ten years had passedj> Frosty them thirty-five^ was 
able to sell his pro party & With the money he received^ in 
addition to what h© had saved fey teaehimg at Pinkerton 
Academy and the Formal School at Plymouth, Frost set sail 
with his family (Elinor, M s  wife, and their four ehildren== 
Lesley, Carol, Irma, m d  Marjorie) for England© He had . 
heard that living abroad was ©h@ap=bmt the deciding factor 
was that Mrs© Frost wanted, she said, wt© live under thatch©

If he had lingered mother year in America, the t6Z®w88 
Poetry, movement (wh'ieh began ^officially*8 with the publication 
of Harriet Monroe8s-first issue ©f Poetrys A Magasine of Terse 
in October, 1912)might; have carried. Frost, to fame and

• 68 Ifeid© ' : ‘
Ibldo, ppo 254-So

64 Frost8 s daughter Lesley expressed it thus when she 
reminisced for the writer while the latter was staying with 
her in Washington, Do 0 © during 1942~450
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securityo ■ As it wass he fomid in England the companionship 
in poetry and the critical appr @ el at 1 on for which he had 
waited so long0 H@ also found that "controversy and creation

v£-e
were in the air**" The Georgians had poetic aims similar
to his own| they9 too9 like Wordsw©rths desired to return to
common speech in poetry* Las©elies AbercrombieP Rmpert
Brooke9 Ho V0 Gibson^ and Edward Thomas were, among those
of the group who came to admire Frost and to understand
the quality of his poetic gifts * Thomas s who was well ’ known,
when Frost first met him* for his critical writing9 travel
books.9 and biographiess had grown, doubtful concerning his
poetic power o Tinder Frost5 s inspiration and encouragement9
he began to write delicate poetry of the English countryside0
It was' in memory Of. Thomasthatv Frost. wrote his fin© sonnet9
86A Soldiers18 after his friend’s death in World War I* In it
he recognises tk® difference between the body and the spirit
of man and illustrates his personal idealism and faith*

He is that fallen lance that lies as hurled#
That lies unlifted now# come dew# come rust#
But still lies pointed as it plowed the dust*
If we who sight along it round the world#
See nothing worthy to have been its mark#
It is because like men we look too near#.
Forgetting that as fitted to the sphere #
Our missiles always make too short an are*

Bmtermeyer# A Critical Anthology, p* 209*
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They fallg they rip the graasg they intersect 
The @f earthy ah€ strikings break their, ©toi
They make us ©ring© for metal point ®m stone©

' But this we lmow9 the obstacle that eh©eked 
And tripped the bodyP shot the spirit on 
Further than target ever showed or shone0
For awhile the Frost family lived in. rural Buckings

ham shire and them in Gloucestershire j, where Frest tried
farming once more 0 But the poems that he wrote during his
three-year residence in England were about Hew England©
When there were enough of them9 he took his lyrics to the
publisher ©avid Zutts who brought out his first book9 A Boy8s
Will (1915)9 a few .months later„ . He was recognised at once
as ©me of the authentic voices of modern poetry©

Frost8 s second books North of Boston (193,4)9 also
published by ©avid Nmtt9 was recognized as even more

iZ remarkableg the critics hailed its new idlon— the American
accent^ the colloquial speech dramatically used by living
people— and it soon became a classic on both sides of the
Atlantic © Poetryg: A Magazine of Verse published Frost8 s
long poem,, ‘The God© / 8 in its issue of Februarys 1914p and
Ezra Pound praised his ‘‘Modern Georgies89 in Poetry8 s December
issue of the. same . yea#'©' And so Frost came back to America
in early 1915 to a hillside farm outside of Franconia* New
Hampshire* to find himself famous© His belief in himself—
his “instinct to protect what (he) was or wanted to be” had
been justified© It had been believed into fulfillment©

Honors were piled upon Frost© He became “poet in
residence” at various institutions of learning* chiefly at
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Amherst (1916=1936)9 with two years at the Wnlverslty of 
Michigan (1931=1923g 2925-1926)s then at Harvard University 
(1956=1945) and Sartmomth (1943-= )o- Without prejudice to
his creative aetivitiess Frost has mad© the profession of 
poetry yield a living wage for himself and at' the same time 
pay dividends to education from the rich capital ©f his 
poetic mimdo His presence at an institution is in itself a 
reminder that literature is not only am affair of words hut 
of memo®® '

As foetg Bohert Frost is and always has h©ens subtlyp 
unpretentiouslyg a teacher0 ' All his life he has also 
kept coming hack to schools and colleges t© warn students 
against school andg if they did not take his warningP to 
try once more to stew them how to imagine9 how to think9 
how to become skillful at the art of living0 His way is 
and has to he unsystematic s casual^ ,9here a littles 
there a littieSM glaneing9 l i g h t -

In 19S59 Frost helped t© found the Bread Loaf Writers9 
Conference,, an outgrowth of the Middlehury College Summer 
School of English9 and for a numher of years he has owned a 
farm at Bipton9 only a short distance down the mountain from 
Bread hoaf0 He has been on the staff every summer since 19260

What Hro Frost want© do o o was a gathering of writers $, 
to meet under the trees and talk9 and while such informal 
meetings have been characteristic of conferences ever

Henry Seidel Canby9 "Dividends from a Poet/ 9 
Editorials. The Saturday Review.of literature9 XIII (February 15fl 
1936)9 So .
, Sox, "Some Educational Beliefs and Practices of
Robert Fr©gt9® go 410o
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slme© s (the directors} felt that more formal cearses 
v@r©- Be@ded9" "if the students were to get the most for 
their money o

It is iTo. Frost8 s- presence m d  his inspired lectures and 
readings of M s  poetry which h aw drawn many studentss 
teacherss and would-be' writers to Bread Loaf every summer»
The present writer has been privileged to attend th® Writers8 
Conference on two occasions (19585 1942) and the Bread Loaf 
School ©f English on one occasion (194?) and can testify that 
Ilt-o Frost8s informal talks and readings were the high points 
of every session^®®

Frost8 s four Pulitser Prises (1924g for Mew Hampshire 
19519 for Collected Poems g 1957g for A Further Rangeg and 
1943p for A Witness.Tree) and numerous honorary degrees 
have not made him forget his long years of patient discipline 
and belief in himself£, for. belief is basic in M s  art and 
in his living o Frost has likened his belief in himself to ■ 
three other principal beliefsr belief in love'and countryg 
belief in woik.e and belief im @©do And he has acknowledged 
that he knows more about each of these beliefs 58from having 
lived with poetryo®7®

Hers eh© 1 Brick© 11 s 88 Workouts for Writers^88 The 
Review of - Literature g XXXII . '(April 2P 194®.)-s>.t̂ X©
The writer has included her own transcription, ©f 

one of Frost1s Bread Loaf lectures (with readings) in 
Evening with,Robert Frostg f;i Appendix I0

• Frost g, ^Education by Poe try Appendix .H«

%>o
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As another poet and eritie«=®and a elose friend of 
Frost9s~«»has reeently phrased its

The eontent of poetry is hard to define; perhaps that 
is why it has not heen more directly disemssedo I will 
hazard that in part the eontent ©f poetry consists of the 
poet9 s beliefs and judgments, about_ the world? in parts 
and more importantly$ it eonsists of the tone or quality 
of those beliefs and judgments=“the ton©5, that iŝ  and 
the quality of his particular way of responding to the 
world? ore as Frost sayss how he takes the world and how 
he takes himself» » » And how ©an technique begin or 
profieieney hare any goal until the poet has ©aught by 
some Inst in© t the judgments to which he is willing to 
commit himself and the tone he means to strike ? 0 0 0  
For the mature writerg the problem of what for him is 
his own personal burden of ©Omtemt will determine his 
method and his style 0 Only sg 'earn language and eontent 

, ibeeome j' .as they must bê . ©me-d ■
So Frost early Me©mmittedw himself to his principal beliefs5,
and these beliefs have produced the peculiar tone or quality
of his response to the wo rid o She. theme or eontent (developii
through the ^original intention”) of his individual poems
eonsists of the Grounded conclusions^ produced by the action
of' his ^particular moods59 upon Mis particular be lief So

In addition to his s elf “belief g which has acted as 
a kind of foreknowledge or intuition of #iat he would be 
and would do,' Frost has a similar belief in 1©#©t

There is another belief like that, the belief in some
one else, a relationship of two that is going to be 
believed into fulfillment0 That is what we are talking 
about im our novelss the belief of loveo And the

lorr ison, n9 The Fault, Bear Brutus,8 56 p.o 240o
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dlsillmsiomiemt that the novels ape fmXX of is simply 
the 41 silltisioimemt of disappointment in that belief0 
Shat belief can failj, of course Q » 0 She love belief0 0 o 
has that same shynesso It knows it cannot tello ©nly 
the outcome can tello

This personal belief in am ther individual is a very important
analogy in Frost8 s poetic philosophy» Later we shall return
to it in somewhat more detailo

And the national belief we enter Into socially with 
each other9 all together9 party of the first part9 party 
of; the second part9 we enter' into that to bring the; future 
of the countryo We eamot tell some people what 'It is we 
believe 9 partly s : be cause they are to© stupid to under» 
stand and partly because we are too proudly vague t® 
explain0 And anyway it has got to be fulfilled̂ , and we 
are not talking until we know mere, until we have seme**
. thing to show©

That appreeiatlon of our countrys that knowledge of our

national belief which Americans have entered into to bring

by Frost in the following poem, which he has called, %

relationship to our country, that understanding of the

about the future of our country has been perfectly expressed

history of the United States in a dozen lines of blank verse®s ̂
THE GIFT OUTRIGHT

The land was ours before we were the land8So 
She was our land more than a hundred years 
Before we were her people <, She was ours

Massachusett s9 in Virginia,

^  Frost, looo clto 
Boco clto

74 Frost, ^Speaking of Loyalty,® Amherst Graduates8JCXXVII.. (Angus t, 1948 ), 8756..



But we were England.8 Sp still eolonialSs 
Possessing what we still were tmpossessed hyp 
Possessed by wh&t we mow no more possessedo 
Something we were withholding made ms weak 
Wmtil we found it was ©mrselves .
We. were withholding ■ from ©ur land of livings
And forthwith found salvation in surrender0‘ : :
Smeh as we were we gave ourselves outright 
ffhe deed ©f gift was mmy deeds of war)
To the land vaguely realising westwards .
But still unstoriedp artless9 menhaneedp 
Smeh as she wass such as she would become0

And then about the literary belief in every real work 
of artp Frost has this to sayt

• Every _tim@ a poem, is writ t@ns every time a short ■ 
story Is writtehp it is writtem mot by etmning but by 
belief 0 The beauty^ the something^ the little ©harm of 
the thimg to bes is more felt than known® There is a 
common jest, one that always annoys me9 on the writersp 
that they write the last end first, and then work up 
it| that they lay a train toward one sentence that they 
think is pretty nice and have aH fixed up to set like a 
trap to close wi tho lo, it should not be that way at alio 
1© one iho has ever come close to the arts has failed t© 
see the difference between things written tteS way, with 
cunning and device, and the kind that are believed inte 
existence, that begin in something more felt than known0 ®

Again, Frost has made as see that the same principle 
applied Kin a piece of work or in a career.o 55 And he has 
shown even more inclusively^and conclusively^®that what 
holds true for art holds true for all of life* Art, again, 
is Mthe means to release significanceo Life, or experience, 
is the endo

Frost, ^Education by Poetry,!S Appendix II „ 
.7® Go ok, ,9Poet in the Mountains,M p0 180 0
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$©' Pposts a sneeessfml "belief in se'lf» in Xove^
and in art implies a higher belief e even though many people
may not be aware of its .

Mow X think®”! happen to think®®that those three 
beliefs that I speak ©f9 the self"beliefp the love® 
beliefp and the art®belief9 are all elosely related t© 
the Bod-=beli@fs that the belief in Bod is a relationship 
you enter into with Him to bring about the future 0

Thusg we see that religion to Frost is a primary force in
everyone?s experience3 taking its form according to the
nature of a person'' s worko For the poet, ^believing the 
thing into existence^ is an essential process in writing 
goed poetrys and through its pra©tie© he learns that belief 
is vital not only in creating works of art and other worth
while. experiences of lifeg but in bringing about mam's right 
relationship to his Creatoro

Frost has expressed his belief in Bed's personal 
relationship to manP that isp in His fatherly aspectG $$God9 58 
he one© saidp 1$is that which a-mn is ■ sure ©areSj, and will 
save himp no matter how many times or how completely he has 
fai.led»tt7® Frost's instinct!v© knowledge of Bod's dependability . 
is shown in a poem which seems to suggest a recent personal 
loss s; .

^  Frostg ^Education by Poe try $ t8 Appendix 11b
178 Box 0 Hebert Frost g Original t8 Ordinary Man'8 g p0 40 o
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BIREFT79
Where had I heard this wimd before 
Ghaiage like this to a deeper roarf 
What wo mid it take my standing there fer&
Holding ©pen a restive door9 
Looking down hill to a frothy shore?
Simmer was past and day was paste 
Somhre clouds in the west were'massed0 
©mt ©a the porch1 s sagging floor9 
Leares got mp imLa coil and hissedp 
Blindly struck at my knee and miss©do 
Something sinister in the tone 
Told me my secret must he knowns
Word I was in the house alone
Somehow must have gotten abroad,?
Word I was in my life alone 9
Word I had no one left but Go do

In spite of Frost1 s respect for mature xas man1 a teacherg he
has shown that there are times when man can get m© comfort
from nature s that the only real comfort and protection comes
from Godo Thus 9 when Frost thinks of the harm that winter
©an do to his ear ©fully nurtured young orchard p he feels
perfectly safe in leaving it in Sod1s carer

SOOD-BIE AiS GOLD

This saying good̂ feye on the edge of the dark ' 
And the cold to an orchard so young in the hark 
Reminds me ©f all that ©an happen to harm 
An orchard away at the end of the farm 
All winter9 cut off hy a hill from the house 0 
I don11 want it girdled hy raWMt and mouse9 
I don11 want it dreamily nibbled for browse 
By deer 9 and I don11 want it budded by grouse &

9 This presumably !8late18 poem (appearing in West* 
Running Brook in 1928) was..conceived-about 18939 aecording 
leTWnterlieyeri) A Gritical Anthology^ p<> 2110



(If ©@rtaim it wotaldn01 fee afel© to ©alll<d simmoa grouse, mfefeit, m d  deer fee the wall
And warn them away with a stick for a.gtm0)
I d©n6t want it stirred fey the heat of the .sun®
(We made it seenre against b e ing 9 I hope.,

. By setting it' out on a northerly slope.®).
/ . No orehard^s the worse for the wintriest stormy 

But one thing about it, it mustn81 get warm®
8 How often already you8 we had to fee told.
Keep ©old, young orchard® Good-bye and keep cold® 
Dread fifty above mere than fifty fee lew®
I have to fee gone for a season or so®
My business awhile is with different trees.
Dess carefully nurtured, less fruitful than these.
And such as is done to their wood with am axe —»
Maples m d  feirehes and tamaracks®
I wish I ©ould promise to lie in the might 
And think of an orchard8 s afeoreal pli^at 
When slowly (an nobody comes with a light)
Its heart sinks lower'under the sod®
But something has to fee left to God®
The above poem and the one which precedes it, ending

with the wrdsr*5® ® ® I had no one left bmt God,® have much
in commom besides the final statement of faith which they
express® If we ecaaine each separately in its progression,
in its steady movement towards a point related to Frost8 s
starting-point and yet not implicit in it, we are compelled
to admit the similarity in the development of their themes®
The revelation is graduals it is not contained in an .in=
stantaneoms flash, but in the, whole movement® ' Starting from
a perfectly simple position, we reach one i® could hardly
have fore seen & Frost has used his avowed method— that of
^believing the thing into existence,18 saying as he goes more
than he even hoped he was going to fee able to say, and coming
with surprise to an end that he foreknew only with some sort



©f ©m©ti©a.o The po@t8s belief la M s  poetie art 'has 
reveale#. for him his belief la G-odg the 1 at ter' was there 
all a long$, of course 3 simply waiting to b© rediscovered 
and reaffirm©do -

1$low faithj,<8 said St<, Paulp ®is the substanee of thlagi 
hoped f©ro o o F r o s t  seems to take his owa .ereative 
meamiag out of those words fey re @ t a ting them thms g: Faith ’
may gi y® sab at an©© to t Mags hoped for© The subatane© s "fee 
it la art9 polities s seho©l9 ©hm?oh9 feusihess9 ley© 9 or 
ma3?riage=*=im a pieee of work or in a ©are©To® is achieved 
throiagh faith=«©3? belief=—ia aetioao And the strength and 
permanence of the substano© depends upon $8the way the: will 
(has -pitthed) into commitments deeper and deeper to; a rounded 
©om©lts,si©n0 » »-
quality ©f Frost9® attitude toward lifes as these "appear 
in the ©onteiat of his poetry# consist of the ?5round@d eon= 
©luslaas,$ produced by the action of his !8will$9 in .its. 
^particular moods’15 upon his faith— or particular beliefso 

The manner in whi©h Frost has projected his faith 
in himselfs in his love# and in his art outward to the 
sacredness of the eosouroe83. is illustrated In the title= 
poem -of West^Eunning Brooko ̂ -Where life is 'conceived as

into commitments deeper and
the ' '

■ Thus# we see again that Astructure and
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a stream and Sod as i8 some thing sendingup the sumto %
It flows hetweeh ®ss uss amd with ms 0. .

' •' Amd it is time^ strength^ ton©e lighta life .and love —  
And even smhstan©© lassiag mmsmhstantialg v 
The universal oataraet of death -
That spends to nothingness=-=and mreslst©d8 
Save by seme strange resistance in itselfp 
lot just a swerving but a Sir©wing baekfl 
As if regret were in it and were saeredo 
It has this throwing backward on itself 
■ So that the fall of most ,pf it is always 
Raising a littleP' sending up a'little0 
Our - life runs down in sending up the eloeko 
The brook runs down in sending up bhg?- lif©o 
The sun runs down in sendimg mp the brook o , .
And there is something sending mp the sun0 
It is this backwar d motion toward the sour@®9 
Against the stream^ that most we see ourselves ihs
The tribute of the current to the soure@o 
It is from this in mature we are from0 - 
It is most ms6

Here we see Frost8 s poetie imterpretation of the action of 
life9 the instinetive struggle up the str©amP • the ‘’backward 
motion" toward the sourceo* ; \ '

. His meaning Is clear g ' that this regret and yearning ■ 
for persistence and, for pemamenee is the sacred essence 
of life it self o .'Out of th® strt^glea the @©hfliets comes 
all'~tSat 8raises a' littleo8 And all the sacrifices, all 
the spendings all the transeiene® suddenly changes from 
tragic meaninglessness to sacred purposeo It relates 
itself to an integrated scheme of the universeo 8And 
there is something sending up the sun*8

What may we ipake of this 8 source8 to which the current 
of everything that runs away. amd everything that resists 
is paying tribute? Perhaps unconsciously Frost gradually 
projected that sacredness he found in his own lovep in 
his own lifep outward to the sacredness of the source0 
Always before9 this projection has been responsible for 
religions and philosophies» And this pro jection becomes 
the Bod of Frost8 s religion 0 Religion has been defined as 
8 the simple feeling of a relationship of dependence upon 
something above us. and a desire, to establish relations- 
with this mysterious power©8 The expression of Frost8s 
religious belief in 8West-running Brook8 coincides, with
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$he stream analogy may be given another interpretation

from Frostss own experiences it recalls how he ©eased to
flow with the eomm©n stream of 
in a w©ods and 1 = 1  took the erne less traveled by0 0 <?t})

©f M s  ©onviotlem of the Importance of M s  wav© of '
insights and- it recalls how his belief in himself and 

in his -art led him t© know instinctively that momentum eould 
be given to his poeti© power not by aeademie ©emrses and 
degrees but by the solitude of his life as a p©et<°farm©r© 
Without this solitude he eomld not have pursued his beliefs 
to his satisfactions for it was through his ^education by 

ris that he had gained his knowledge of beliefo
The person who gets ©lose enough to pos try9 h© is 

to know more about the word belief than
©Is© knowss .even in religion, nowadays 

Again we find that Frost8 s art is “the. means t© release
Lifeg or experleneeg is the ©mdo

II

In order' to. fulfill the theme or content, (which Frost
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©alls the ^original intention*®) of his poetry«==>and of 
his life as a poet C*®in a pieee of work or in a ©are'er16)5 
Frost had to he ©̂ommitted*® not only to his particular 
' beliefs, as they were acted mpon by his “will*8 in its 
^particular moods-,86 but he had to fee “committed88 to certain
’’forms1® as well=-=in poetry and in life G

We people are thrust forward out of the suggestions of 
form in the rolling clouds of nature 0 In ms nature
reaches its height of form and through us exceeds itself0
When in doubt there is always form for us t© go on witho 
Anyone who has achieved the least form to be sure of it* 
is lost to the larger excruciationso I think it must 
stroke faith the right way0 Ihe artist $> the poet^ might 
be expected to b® the most aware of such assurance 0 
But it is really everybody’s sanity to feel it and live 
by ito Fortunately-, toos no forms are more engrossing^ 
gratifying^ eomfortingr, staying than those lesser mes 
■ we throw, off a like vortex rings of smoke-, all our individual 
enterprise and needing nobody’s cooperations: a baskets
a letterP a garden9 a rooms an ideap a picture p a poem*
For these we haven’t to get a team together before we 
can play*

The background is hugeness and confusion shading 
away fed® where we stand into black and utter chaos| 
and against the background any small man-made figure 
of order and concentration* What pleasanter than that 
this should be so? TTnless we are novelists or economists 
we don’t worry about this confusion^ we look out on it 
with an instrument or tackle it to reduce it* It is 
partly because we are afraid it might prove too much fez? 
ms and our blend of .democrat!e~repub 116an=>s©eialist= 
communist party0 But it is more because we like it-, we 
were born to ita born used to it and have practical 
reasons for wanting it 1here * To a© any little form 
I assert upon it is velvets as the saying is, and to 
be considered for how much more it is than nothing0 If 
I were a Plateaist I should have to consider it, I 
supposes for how much less it is than everything©r

85 Frosty wQpen Better to the Amherst Student fl p0 70 
The substance of this letter finds poetic expression in 
Frost’s Phi Beta Kappa poem, “The Lesson for Today,“ in A 
Witness Tree (1942) o
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We mote. k®Wj, ia the first paragraph qmted above^
Frost sag's that he thinks the adhielement of form ’’must stroke 
faith the right wayg” and we notes toos his statement that 
•the artist^ the poet# might he expected to he the most 
aware of su oh as star an e@ » w

It ©an he pointed out that the whole quotation above 
is •similar in spirit to Bmerson’s major prineiple that the 
highest value in life is to he found in the individual and 
momentary act of consciousnessfor both Emerson and Frost 
maintain that ’’through man’s active and per si stmt yearning 
and seeking and doings he places himself in ae©ord with the 
intended ways of God to m.an0$6̂ ^ The underlying principles of 
eourses is love«-from man toward God and from God toward man0 
In one of his early poemsp Frost states his belief in this 
mutual collaborations:

A .PRAYER H  SPniG

. 0hs give ms pleasure in the. flowers t'©»day| ■.
And give us not to think so far away 

■ As .. the uncertain. harvest f keep us here
All'simply in the springing of the year o . •
©hg, give us pleasure in the. orchard white9 .
Like nothing else by day9 like ghosts by night|
And make W  h^py in the happy b@es9
The swarm dilating round the perfect treeso

®® fhompson 8 gpQ cit 0 9 p« 189 <> 
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A&& make us happy in the darting hird 
That suddenly above the bees is heaW ,
The meteor that thrusts in with needle bill#
And off a blossom in mid air stands stillo
For this is love and nothing else is loves 
The iiiiioh it is reserved for God above 
T© saneti^ to what far ends He will9 
But ihieh it only needs that we fulfil0
Frost says here that the present moment should be

enjoyed and - appreciated! we need not trouble ourselves
about the 85 uncertain harvest o’11 Perhaps he means more
than the futurei perhaps he means the ^uncertain harvest$8 . ■
of death and what may be after deatlu In the last stanzâ
Frost emphasises 111 the need for man6 s aetive fulfillment of
deeds eontrolled by love08?®®

In Frost*s definition of his "constant symbol,w he
says t

Every single poem, written regular is a symbol small 
or great of the way the will has to pitch into commitments 
deeper and deeper to a rounded eonelusion0 o o •

The work regular is ©specially significant here* as Frost
himself has pointed buts

T© some it will seem strange that 1■should haver 
written my verse regular all this time without knowing 
till yesterday that it was from fascination with this 
constant symbol I celebrate0 To the right person it 
will seem luckyg .since in finding out too much too soon 
there is danger of arrestP Does anyone believe I would 
have committed myself to the treason-reason-season 
rhyme =>set in my * Reluctance i if I had been blase enough

8 8  I b i d o



3't© know that these words about exhausted the possibilities;?. 
Frost is referring to a subtle lyrle with,a- ballad effect of 
uneven lines: (achieved by means ©f anapaestic variant sin 
the iambic basis of three=>stregs lines and aix^line stanzaso 
rtoming a^b-o^l^d^fe) 0 fhe skillful modulations and sub” 
stitutim s in the metrical pattern give individuality and ‘ .
richness to the poem, in spite of the limited rhyme-̂ set to 
which Frost has called our aitenti©m0

Out through the fields and the woods 
And over the walls I have wended#

I have climbed the hills of view
And looked at the world and descended#

I have come fey the highway hom® 9 
And lo9 it is endedo

The leaves are all dead ©m the groundy 
Save those that the oak is keeping 

To ravel them one fey on®-
"And. let themgg© scraping -and creeping 

Out over the ©rusted'gh©w9' / . -
, then others are sleep ingo

And the dead leaves lie huddled and stilly 
lo longer blown hither and thither#

The last lone aster is gome#
The flowers of the wieh-hazel wither| 

The.heart is still aching to seek9 
But the feet question 8WhitherI8

Ahp when ̂to the heart of man
Was it ever less than a treason 

To go with the drift of thingsg 
To yield with a grace to reason^

And bow and accept the end 
Of a love or a s® asonS

Frosta 86The Constant Symbol988 Appendix X¥ 0
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Integrated with the 8technical canning®, of this 
poem is the slew unfolding of its central them© and moo dp 
the steady building of its “rounded eenelnsieno* The manner 
in which this is accomplished has been analyzed thus s

@a the first plane of denotation/ the stanzas employ 
visual images which describe the end of a journey, late 
in the fallo Although the mood of the title is conveyed 
between the lines9 there is mo indication of the cans© 
for such a moo do Then comes the .third stanzap with its . 
'satisfying metrical substitutions within the iambic 

’ / trimetero o o In the last two lines, the words imply a 
sense of conflict between a yearning desire and a rational 
common sense» nevertheless, the motivation of that desire 
does not become apparent until the last stanza, in which 
the pointed analogy is made between the futility of 
trying to revive a dead fall or a dead loveo Suddenly, 
with the last line of the poem, a dramatic tension is 
created in such a way that it explains the relationship 
between the inner sadness over the end of summer and the 
inner sachess o w  the end of love*. Outer weather and 
inner weather are brought into a new kind of correspondence o 
Thus the cumulative meaning of the poem is built steadily, 
in simple allusive statement, until it reaches its climax 
In the conclusion* Yet the total effect is subtle in its 
final indirection because the reader is permitted to 
decide for himself whether the reluctance is intended to 
emphasize the loss of love or the loss of autumn0 The 
two possibilities are permitted to eoimcideo^® ■

It is interesting to note.how gradually the ^original 
intention® and “particular mood*8 of “Beime tame ©“ reveal 
themselves within the “regular® line and stanza • form0 The 
reader shares the poet8s suspense wfeh regard to his theme, 
and “the reader's excitement Is aroused by the slow im= 
veiling, the inevitable approach of the moment of complete

Thompson, 0£o cites ppc l©S=4d



QTfilsel©si3j?eots And what of the poet9 s intention?
His intention is of eom?se a partieulap mood that 

won91 be satisfied with anything less than its own 
fmlfillmemto Bnt it is not yet a thought eon© erned 
with wEat beeomes ito ©ne thing to know it by g it 
shrinks shyly from anticipatory expression^ fell love 
beforehand and* as Blake says9 it loses flow without 
filling the mould; the cast will be a re jeeto fh© 
freshness of a poem belongs absolutely to its not 
having been thought out and then set to verse as the 
verse in turn might be set "to mmsico A/pQem is the 
©motion of having a thought #iile the reader waits a 
little anxiously for the success of dawho®®

Thus Frost emphasises one© again that feeling comes 
before knowing in the creative process of the poeto

Be must be entranced to the ©xaet premonition0 B© 
mystery is meant0 When familiar friends approach each 
other in the street both are apt to have this experience 
in feeling before knowing the pleasantry they will 
inflict on each other in passing©^

While the reader shares the poet9 s suspense with 
regard to the theme of his poems and willingly goes down 
with him to a depth of meaning f’astphysieal objects change 
into symbols) that must surprise the poet as much as it does 
the readerhe ought to know=-»as the poet knows only too well 
from „ experience”“that probably by the end of the first line 
of the poem the poet has already made most of his 1 commitments 
to form in one plunge 0

Spiller and othersP literary History of the United 
Stateso ¥ol0 II9 p© 1195© . . .

Frost9 O£o cito
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Probably there is something between the mood and the 
voeal imagination (images of the voice speaking) that 
determines a man*8 first commitment to metre and length 
of line»

Suppose him to have written down *Whem in disgrace 
with Fortune and men8 s eyes o8 He has uttered about as 
much as he has to live up to. in the theme as in the forme 
(MS how the- two' advance into the open pari passuo He has 
given out that he will descend into Hades s but^Ee has 
confided in me ©me how far before he will turn backp or 
whether he will turn back at alls and by what jutting 
points of rock he will pick M s  way0®̂

Regarding the metre and length of the first line of
the poem9 Frost concedes that the poet, because whe is of
our stock and has been brought up by ear to choice of two
metresj, strict iambic and. loose iambic (not to count
varieties of the latter) <,n may choose his metre and wamy
length of line up to six feetLikewise, he may choose
from an ^assortment of line lengths for any shape of
stanza, like Herrick in 9fo Daffodilso8

Fair daffodils, we weep to see 
. You haste away so soon j 
As yet the early-rising s m  
Has not attained his no on a 

Stay, stay 
Until the hasting day 

Has rum ■
But to the evensongs 

And, having prayed together, we 
Will go with you along©

94 Xbido
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W© liaire skert time to st.ay9 as yoms -
V© have as short a springy 

As qnl©k a. growth to-meet decays 
As yc>u9 or anythingp We die i 1 
As yom? homrs dog and dry 

■ Away
Like to the smamer8S' rain;

©r as the pearls of morning dew#
He®@r to he found againo

How* says Frostp the poet8 s creative challenges have

He may proceed as in blank, verseTwo lines more9 
however p. and he. has let himself in for rhyme 3 three more 
and he has set himself a stanza'o Up t© this, point his 
discipline has been the self"discipline whereof it is 
written la so great praise o' The harsher discipline 
from without is now. well begmn0 He who knows not both 
knows neithero His worldly commitments are now three 
or four eteepo Between us9 he was no doubt bent on the ' 
sonnet in the first place from habit 9 and what1 s the 
use in pretending he was a freer agent than he had any 
ambition to fo@o®°

Promt then pauses to show why "the sonnet is so 
suspect a form and has driven so many to free verse and even 
to the novelo" The poet has to worry "whether he will out” 
last or last out the fourteen lineS”=»hav@ to erajiip or stretch 
to come out even^-have enough bread for the butter or butter 
for he breado88 In this eozm©etioBs Frost muses humorously 
on the usual dilemma of the somnet^makert "As a matter of
faetg he gets through in twelve lines and doesm8t km## quite

■ ■ @7 -what to do with the last twoo"- '

96 Ibido
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a quatrain is salvaged from a so met that went 
agleyo Bobsen.confesses frankly to have changed from one 
form to another after starting i: 81 intended am 0de9 And
it turned to a Some to8 But he reverses the usual order 
of being driven from the harder down to the easiero And 
he had a better excuse for weakness of will than mosts 
namelys Roseo^®

Frost recalls how Jeremiah has had his sincerity
questioned ^because the anguish ©f his lamentations was
tamable to the form of twenty=-tw© stansas for the twenty*
two letters, of the alphabetoM As Frost explains9 88the .
Hebrew alphabet has been kept to the twenty =>tw© letters
it came out of Egypt wi thg so the number twenty<=two means
as much form as ever o16

Frost deprecates 68the old doubt about law and orders 16
which has most of its modern champions in another field, and,
we trust, in another country0 (w!he communist looks forward
to a day of order without law, bless his merciful hearto?$)

. To the right person it must , seem naive to distrust 
fora as such* The very words of the dictionary are a 
restriction to make the best of or stay out of and be 
silento Coining new words Ism81 encouraged0 if© play 
the words as we find them 0 We make them do 0 Form in 
language is such a disjected lot of old broken .pieces; 
it seems almost as non-existent as the spirit til^th© 
two embrace in the sky. They are not to be thought of as encountering in rivalry but in ere at ion <, Ho judgment 
on either alone counts 0 We see what Whitman1 s extravagance 
may have meant when he said the body was the _ soulc

9 9  I b i d o
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, The ,,spir.it.” whieli Frost mentions here is apparently 
the same as the "original intention" or poetio "will" in a 
"partienlar mood that won’ t he satisfied with anything less 
than its own fulfillment|" and It is its direction whieh 
determines the viewpoint and perspective' of the particular 
p@em». The creation ©f b sneeessfnl poem depends mp©n the 
appropriate wion of spirit and fermg the creation of a 
poem tlmt is genuinely and deeply excellent depends upon a 
perfect uni on ®f spirit amd f om» . ■

' Such a p@em is Prcst’s "Stopping hy Woods on a Snowy.....  ̂ - :■ - '. '' ': ' s
Tlweming," which is "literally tree of the trawelerp" yet: . ■ ■■ ■ ' ' . # $  
expressed in "the' lasgsage. of natura.l sym'bolism" g

Whose woods these are I think- I kmow»
His house is in the village thcmgh.;
He. wlii met see me stopping here 
T@ watch Ms.'woeds fill mp with snow*
Ey little horse must think it qmeer 
Te step withomt a farmhouse near 
Between.ihe woods and fr@ze3a.lake 
3*he darkest evening of the year.
He' giwes Ms' Imrness bells a shake 
To ask if there is' some mistake«
The only othê - iowSdSs the sweep 
Of easy wind and downy .flake»
The weeds'are liyely9 dark amd deep6 
But I have promises t© keep.
And miles t# g@ "before I sieeps.
And miles t@- g® before I sleep*

102   . : .........
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The magic of these lines rests, I think, in their 

complete evocation of a mood of peace. One always feels the 

freshness and beauty of the poea as it unfolds with true 

simplicity and directness, taking on, in Frost's own Phrase, 

"the figure (it) makes" with perfect naturalness. If one 

studies the poe., one discovers that there is always a 

carry-over--so that Frost was inevitably "committed" to the 

repetition of tbe last line, just as he was ~ommitted" to 

the ~romises" he had to l:eep. 

Iot until he got to the next to the last line did 
Frost realize that he was writing something that had 
never been writt.en before. He was amazed that it had 
come up full blown. The full realization didn't come 
until th.e very end. 

Re had carried hte·rhymes over from one quatrain to 
another. H!t · needed a way to stop it. Re did 1 t by 
repetition.~03 

How inevitably right, how strongly contributory to the effect 

that repetition is~ Frost himself recalls how it happened: 

There's a.n indulgent smile I get for the recklessness 
of the unneceesaary commi 't*ent I made whea I came to the 
first line in the seeo·nd stanza of a poem in '1'113' boo•:t 
called 'Stoppiag by Woods on a Snow.y Evenin&' I was 
riding too high to care wha. t trouble I incurred. A.lld 
it was al1 right as long as I didn't suffer deflection.l04 

host was trae t.o his "constant symbol" and did not 

"suffer deflection" from either tbe spirit or ~e form of 

103 ~uoted fr~m a. lecture by Dr. Desmond s. Powell, 
of the University of Arizona, in a lecture on Victorian 
Llterature, Se~tember 20, 1945, and based unon a. talk given 
by llr. Fr9st at an Art Conference in Colorado Snrings. 

1~ 4 Frost, ~· ~· 



the poemr, one© he had made his ?seoffimitments 0 9 The freshness 
of the poems its most previous qualitjp is the result of.
18its having run itself and earried away the poet with 
And so it was thats without eonsclous planning or foresights 
Frost discovered that he had created an entirely new fora0 
88It can never lose its sense of meaning that ©nee unfolded 
hy surprise as it went0 8 8 Something of the 88 surprise ̂ and 
the ^situation18 out of which the poem grew are suggested by 
Frost in the following: .

■ For me the initial delight is in the surprise of 
remembering something I didn81 know I kn@w0 I am in a 
plaeep a situation^ as if I had materialized from cloud 
or risen out of the groundo There is a glad recognition 
of the long lost add the rest.followso Step by step the 
wonder of unexpected supply keeps‘growingo

The seemingly casual way in which Frost lets a poem 
unfold by i8surprise88 (does not mean that M s  effects in 
in poetic form are ever completely accidentalo Even In 
Frost8 s amazement when he came to the next to the last line 
of ^Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening88 was the full 
realization that he was creating a new form0 He recognized 
that he had been carrying over his third-line rhyme from 
one quatrain to another and that for his f8rounded conclusion88 
he required the repetition of the last line of the final 
quatraino

105 Frost g MTh@ Figure a Poem Make ss 88 Appendix IIIo



,5A poem may be worked over ©mee it is la beingp bat 
may mot be worried into being <,M Frost maintains s and again 
Me is speaking from M s  own long experience and practice0 
In his letters to Harriet Monro®9 editor of Poetry3 he several 
times asked to have poems baek for revision before they were 
to be publishedo l&usg in a letter sent from Franeoniap Hew 
Hampshire P in 1916 Frost wrote & $8lhat do you say if I have 
the manuscript for a while again to look over and touch up 
when I happen to light on it lying aroundf*^® The manuscript 
Frost referred to was M s  long dramatic narrative called 
toSnowstf whiehp he suggest©dp might be held over tstill as 
late as early ne3tib yearp88 for ^whem a thing is so obviously 
of Januaryp February or March I don81 see how it can. lose 
anytMng In coming out in <me of those months 0w In 1920
Frost wrote again from Frameohiap this time enclosing a
poem which he had "announced® to Miss Monroe a week before 0 
He explained M s  reason thus §

idea in annoumcimg it was to gain a little more 
time for any last touch or two I might see to give it 
and yet so commit myself to sending it that I couldMt 
keep it indefinitely and run the chance of spoiling it 
with too many last touches

Here we see Frost "committing" himself to sending off a poem— ;
in order to preserve its .freshness and spontaneity by

clto
better from Frost to Harriet Monroes dated July 13$, 

1916 0. ■ • . . - . ‘
Better from Frost to Miss Monro©$, dated July 21 s 192#



limiting himself to only s© much t6toueMng mp88 and no mon©.o - ' _
On another ©eeasiony when Frost wrote to have an 

Article** back from Poetry 18to rename and perhaps in piaoes 
retouehyn h@ added the admissions 1818m never done with a 
poem till it8 s in print and then. I try to feel done with it 
forever<,**110 Bmt often it is many years before Frost lets 
a poem appear in print<> Thns» $9To a Moth Seen in Winters tf 
first pnblished in A Witness free in 1949, is dated ,$CI1CA 
ISOOo,̂ 111

If the forms of Fr©st8s poems are true reflexions of 
his generalizations aboat poetic form=<=and I think we may be 
reasonably sure from those viiich we have studied that most 
of them ar©«=«=the proportion of his lines fashioned instinctively 
must, far omtmmber the proportion fashioned with cunning 
"Every time a poem is written,M Frost maintains s 11 it is y ;
written not by cunning bmt by b e l i e f 6^115 Bmt he will admit 
that wa poem may be worked over once it is in being 088 fh© 
critic mmst not enter, however, until the artist is through0

Eetter from Frost to Miss Monroe, dated December 17, 
1929o - , ;

H I  ' . ■ 'During the writer8 s interview with Frost at Bread 
Loaf, July 82, 1947, he volunteered the information that !6fhe 
Ingenuities of Debt,** is 18the oldest81 of the poems in his,most
recent volume. Steeple lusho .

Lesley Frost once told the writer that her father
"revises” his poems from memory, that is, he does not set them
down, half-formed, on paper for later revision,

113 Frost, "Education by Poetry,8* Appendix IIo
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It Is true that Frost has had a long-standing 
delight im the technical aspects of poetry which involve 
metre and speech rhythms o His ideas concerning the 
varioms possibilities of metre in English have already 
been gaotedp^^ And we remember his suggestion that

■. : , t
^probably there is something between the mood and the 
vocal imagination (images of the voice speaking) that 
determines a xaan$ s first commitmemt to metre and length 
of lin©"*^® Belated to this is Frost8 s theory of the 
i8soimd of sense® g ■

The sound is the gold in the ©ree o o The object in 
writing poetry is to make all poems sound, as different as possible from each otherg, and the resources for that 
of vowels9 consonants9 punetuations syntax^ words 9 
senteneesg meter are not enough© We need the help of 
context =>~meaning~=»su.bje©t matter© That is the greatest 
help toward variety© All that can be done with words is 
soon told© So also with met@rs=~parbieularly in our 
language where there are virtually but fwos strict iambic 
and loose iambic ©. The ancients with many were still poor 
if they depended on. meters for all tune© It is painful 
to watch om? Jsprung=rhyfhmists straining at the point of 
omitting one short from a foot for relief from monotony© 
The possibilities for tune from the dramatic tones of 
meaning struck across the. rigidity ©f a limited meter are 
endless© ; And we' are back in poetry as- merely one more 
art of having something to sayg sound or unsound©
Probably better if sound> beeause deeper and from wider 
e x p e r i e n c e ' ;

Them Frost makes the statement that ®if it is a

Frost9 ®fhe Constant SymbolF® Appendix IV© 
hoc© eit©
Frostg ®The Figure a Poe# Makesg® Appendix III©
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' 117 ■wlM .time 9 It is a poem»18 Bmt there mast he p he says,
seme thing to he wild about0

Theme alone ©am steady us dowmo Just as the first 
mystery was how a poem ©©mid have a time im sueh. a 
straightmess as meter, so the second mystery Is how a 
poem ©am have wildmess and at the same time a subject 
that, shall he f mlfilledo^®

And here we return to ^the pleasure of a poem itself,$r 
as Frost phrases it, ®t© tell how it eem0 » o have wildness 
and at the same time a subject that shall he fulfill©do18 
This is i$the figure a poem makes18 s

It begins in delight and ends in wisdom0 The figure 
Is the same as for loveo Ho one ©an really hold that the 
ecStasy should be 'static and stand still;.in one place0 
It begins in delight, it inclines to the impulse, it 
assumes direction with the first line laid down, it runs 
a ©ourso of lucky events, and ends in a clarification of 
life"-sot necessarily a great clarification, such as sects 
and emits are founded on, but in a momentary stay against 
e©Bfusiono It has denouement <, It has an outcome that 
though unforeseen was predestined from the first image 
of the original mood^and indeed from, the very moo do » o 
It finds its own name as it goes» * "

This striking analogy between the course of a true 
poem and the course of a true love is in reality a repetition 
of Frost® s analogy between the art“belief and the lore"belief, 
although there the emphasis is upon ^believing the thing into

117 Ibldo
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exlstenee,* anS in the passage quoted above the emphasis is
more upon emotion* Similarlys Frost begins with emotion in
another definition of poetrys

A poem begins with a lump in the throats a home~
■ ; siekness ©r a l©ve#sieknesso It is a reacMng~oui . 

toward expressions an effort to find fulfilment0 A 
complete poem is one where ah emotion has found its 
thought and the thought has found the words o o * My 
definition of poetry (if I were foreed to gIve_ome) 
would be this t words that have become deedso ..

These analogies ©f art and love are repeated in 
Frost^s ^constant symbol,* which eompares the which
is the primary force in a poem1' s creation with the 8%illM 
which must - be spent in other creative activities of llfe^r 
including love* or marriageo

In wWest«SuHriing Brooks 88 the analogy of the saeredness 
of life is discovered by two lovers = Similar shared ex
periences ••appear in Frost® s early love poemss 8,Love and a 
Questions w 88Flower«Gatherings88 {,Eose Pogonias9 88 t#A Bream 
Pangs88 Q̂-oing for Water, ̂ *A Bate Walk,w Patting in the 
Seeds8® 88 The Telephones8® 8®Tw© Look at Two,” and ”A Line-Storm 
Songo88 The last of these ends with the stanzas

©h, never this whelming east wind swells
But it seems like the sea® s return .

To the ancient lands where it left the shells 
, Before the age of the ferns 
And it seems like the time when after doubt 

©ur love came back amain0 
©h, come forth into the storm and rout
And be my love in the rain*

120 From Frost® s definitions of poetry, printed on the 
dust jacket of We st^Running Brook (1928)0



fk© love 1b Frost8s poems is not idealized love9 
bmt experl'emeed love #iloh Involves difficult and never-* 
completed, adjustments» And it never becomes so perfect 
as to remove all wistfniness9 but it is profound and intense^ 
,as it can be only for the man who has not compromised* It 
takes faith or “beliefn to create this kind of l©ve9 Frost 
sayss; and: Kirill89 to -'smstaim ltd : :

*!$h© figure (a poem makes) is the same as for levee19 
Frost speaks as a poet and as a man who has. known love as a 
son § husband s father s and f riendo He knows how formative 
human love can bes how “commitment^ to another can shape 
one’s personality and one’s purpose in life* , For within the 
mind’s own.privacy of mood one’s thoughts float amorphous 
and freeg but often by devotion to a loved one9 all that is 
wandering is led to face and move in a particular direction* 
Something of Frostss feeling concerning the conflict of mind 
and heart are expressed ing:

; ■ - , ■ . ; ' : .; BQ1B H B  FBBE . . '' , . •

love has earth to whibh sh© clings 
With hills and circling arms about «=»<=» ■
Wall within wall to shut fear out*
But Thought has need of no such things8 

. For Thought has a pair of dauntless .wings0
#1 snow and sand and turf I see 
Where love has left a printed trace 
With straining in the world’s embrace *
And such is love and glad to be*
But Thought has shaken his ankles fre@ 0



Saougkt cleaves the interstellar gloom 
And sits iii Sir las* dis© all night*’ 
fill day makes him_retrace his flights 
With smell of hnrmimg on every plume 9 
Back past the sun to an earthly 2?oom0
His gains in heaven are what they are»
Yet some say hove hy being thrall 
And simply staying possesses all 
In several beauty that Thought fares far 
fo find fused in another stari,
It is easy to see Frost6s satisfaction that Love 

should predominate^ sinee these rivals eahnot always: 
assist eaoh othero And similarlys in his poetic philosophy* 
Frost gives first place to the emotion* the mood* the
impulse“>=#th® feeling of having got hold of the idea of

“12X " ’some thing111 a something which reaches out for expression
and finds Its fulfillment in thought or wisdom— in a
{selafIfication of life88 or a ^momentary stay against confusion

It would* no doubt* be rash to maintain that all of
Prestos philosophy of poetry holds true for every good poem*
but it does* I think* apply to all those poems from which we
derive the most profound satisfaetion=«=th@ satisfaction* first
of feeling the .freshness of a poem run in the way Frost
describes* "from delight to wisdom*18 and then of experiencing *
at the poem1 s end* a ^clarification" or "momentary stay**'
Hot only in poetry* but in other works of art also these
have been the artist1s aimst

Gook* "Robert Frost1® Asides on His Poetry*" p» 555
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To arr©st9 for the spae© of a lreaths the hands busy 
about the werk of the earth and compel men entranced by 
the sight of distant goals to glance for a moment at the 
surrounding vision of form and colors of sunshine and 

 ̂ shadows g to make them pause for a leok9 for a sighg for 
a smile=-such is the aim, difficult and evanescent, and 
reserved only for a very few to achieve 0 But, sometimes, 
by the deserving and the fortunate, even that task is 
aeeompiishedo And when it is aecomplish©d==behold |-=«- 
all the truth of life is there g a moment of vision* a 
sigh, a smile— and the return to an eternal resto

The following is a remarkably clear statement of Frost9 s 
belief® ;i concerning the clarification .brought into being by 
Mpuren art forms which have fulfilled their commitmentss

■' Art serves life by clarifying reality* Every form 
that fulfills its comitmehts is to the particular 
degree of its fulfillment an example of prowess in 
performaheeo And this prowess'' is what Frost has- sought0 
The difference between purity and impurity in poetry 
would rest with him in whether the poet accepts the 
commitments and follows througho “Poetry is pure by 
the way in which It starts, that is, by fdiere it takes 
its sourceoK Impure poetry starts with the whole subject 
present| pure poetry doesn't begin with the idea or whole 
subject present* 88A thing,thought through before the 
writer sets pencil.to paper is distasteful to me," (Frost) 
says0 Poems written on given m b  jest s or for assignment ... 
are impure poetry at its drossiest

Frost9 s creative method is particularly appropriate . 
for the revelation of certain “moments of vision’8 when "all 
the truth of life is thereo" He has sometimes, especially 
when moved by a strong religious mood, received momentary 
visions so rare that they seem to have taken him into the 
presence of the flamelike spirit of life itself0 The result.

122 Joseph Conrad, Preface to The Hjgger of the 
Hareissum9 p0 xiiio

3"^ Cook, "Robert Frost9s Asides on His Poetry," pe 554®
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on one of these ©ooasions, was the following poem,' which 
heautifullj mifolds two evidences for religions faiths 

SX'TTJEG-BZ A BUSH IM BROAD SUHLIG-H11

ilhen I spread out my hand here today,
M  catch no more than a ray , - .
To feel ©f between thumb and fingers|
Ho lasting effect of it lingers»
There was one time and only one 
When dmst really took in the sun|
And from that one intake of fire 
All erestares still warmly smspire0
And if men have watched a long time 
And never seen san~smitten slime 
Again come to life and crawl off .
We must met he too ready to scoff6
G-od once declared he was true
And then took the veil and withdrew.
And remember how final a hush 
Then descended of old on the bushe
God once spoke to people by name o 
■ The ssmoenc® imparted its flame 0 
One impulse persists as our breath|
The other persists as our faith0
The! ^©volution88 of this poem will serve as a f inal 

illustration of the creative process as Frost conceives its 
the impulse to create life and the impulse to create 88any 
little form88 like a poem are not only in themselves exercises 
in faith, but are roads to faith in other creative processes 
of life as we ll=-=>ahd to faith in God, who 88once declared he 
, was true .o811

So Frost, too, in 18Into My Own,58 a lyric which
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appeared in his first published volume, wrote of himself: 

They woUld not find me changed from him they knew-
Only more sure of all I thought was true. 

And he echoes his prophecy in a more recent poem, "Provide 

Provide;" he puts it this way: 

Some have relied on what they knew; 
Others on being simply true. . 
What "WOrked for them might work for you. 

In the early part of this study, I suggested that we should 

have to judge Frost as he would judge another poet: "Had 

he anything to be true to? Was he true to it? Did he use 

good words? You couldn't tell unless you made out what idea 

they were supposed to be good for ••• "124 As Frost wrote 

once in a letter to a friend: 

Nothing is true except as a man or men adhere to it-
to live tor it, to spend their lives on it, to die for it. 
Not to argue tor it t There's no greater mistake than to 
look on fil#l ting as a form of argument. To fight is to 
leave words and to act as if you believed--to act as if 
you believe d. -

Sometimes I have my doubts of words altogether, and I 
ask mysel.f mat is the place of them. They are worse than 
nothing unl.e ss they do something, unless they amount to 
deeds as in u.Ltimatums and war-cries. They must be flat 
and final like the showdown in poker from which there is 
no appeal. MY definition of literature would be just 
this: words that have become deeds. 

Remember all I say is said in character. I urge 
noth1ng.l25 

124 Frost, "The Constant Symbol," Appendix III. 

125 Untermeyer, From Another Worid, p. 217. In 
connection with the "douoti of words" which Frost confesses, 
it is also interesting to note that he deprecates a "scientific" 
approach to words (semantics). He says, "I resent the intrusion 
of science into things that aren't science," but then he adds 
that "one of the g~ories of science is that it is one part of 
the humanities. There is Darwin's Voyage of the Berele. It 
ought to be everybody's book. It com.eSin'£0 In'"era~e on the 
science side." The quotations are from Cook, "Poet in the 
Mountains," p. 178. 



Frost was hers aatieip&timg AreMhald Haelielsh9s #Ars Poetiea,9s
A poem shGti.ld not mean
Bnt he o

Bmt he was also anticipating his oim “constant symbols n 
the significant ideal whiehs as .1 have tried to prev@8 
stands at the heart of M s  philosophy ©f life and poetryo 
It was this ideal.v$iieh he meant his words—=his deeds—--to 
be good for* In his writings in his teaching^ in his 1 ivingg 
he has believed that "Sincerity is the relation of the in
tention to the f orm* %he thing mmst tee genuine P tru©p and you 
must have something to be true to0,?̂ ®

Every single poem written regular is a symbol small 
or great of the way the will has to pitch into commitments 
deeper and deeper to a rounded conclusion and then be 
judged for whether any original intention it had has been 
strongly spent or weakly lost! tee it in art, polities9 
school, church, business, love., or marriage— in a piece 
of work or in a career<> Strorgly spent is synonymous with 

: kept.127 . . '
Frost has been true to his creative challenges the 

necessity of commitment in the spirit and in the form0 Since 
art serves life by clarifying reality. Frost9 s application of 
the "constant symbol5s" kind of wisdom to life has been, I 
believes the most valuable product of his poetic philosophy 
and the basic strength of his poetry* Hy "rounded conclusion"

Gook, "Robert Frost8s Asides on His Poetrys59 p0 354*
12*7 Frost, "The Gonstant Symbol,,f Appendix lY*
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©©Bcernimg M s  poetic pMlosophy is that it, like his 
poetry, has woriginal intentions^ that have been "strongly 
spent**=■«=>and that, therefore, it, too, will be i9kept0to
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AFPE1BIX I

. FIRST EiElHO- WITH ROBERT FROST 
By Mildred E.o Jones

The audlenee in the 1,1 tt le Theatre at Bread loaf,
Vermontg sat reverently attentive as Robert Frost began 
to speak0 It was a beautiful mid-August evening in the 
summer of 1938s, and many of us were experiencing the initial 
thrill of our first writers’ conference <>

■ “A poet,, like a bears must be licked into shape V’
Mr0 Frost began in a firm and resonant voiceo

Them, "What I want is response from life; if I kick,
I want to be kicked back Vs

And? "What is poetry but saying what you don’t mean 
or putting something between yourself and the rawness of things 

He said he liked to have his poems considered "demure" 
because it means ’’full of what you won’t declare,” and that is 
what every poem should be* "Men write demure poems,” he added, 
with a mischievous smile. "Women don’t write poems I”

He showed us why the,"clap of metaphor,” or of two 
things coming together, "is essential in poetry0 "It moves 
the thing away so that it doesn’t draw across the.quick so 
much, and it takes the scrappiness out of literature»”

To hear Robert Frost is to hear talk Itself made the 
beginnings of poems* It is a wonderful thing to watch"his 
face light up from inside with the kindling of each new idea* 
An aura of expectancy seems to hang brightly about his snowy 
hair* And his voice seems full of curious overtones0

At Bread Loaf, he read quietly, with a minimum of 
gesture and intonation, yet his talk was oratory, for he had 
something to say with conviction —  and honesty* His own 
enjoyment in the sharing of his poems was very evident*
Hearly always, he wore a smile when talking about poetry and ■ 
life in his parentheses between poems *

The first poem which Mr* Frost read to us that evening 
is one of his best, so clearly and beautifully does it express 
the sympathy of all created life s

\ . :
THE ROTAWAY

Once when the snow of the. year was beginning to fall,
■ We stopped by a mountain pasture to say, "Whose colt?”
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A little Morgan had one forefoot on the wall* 
f he other ear led at his hreast „ He dipped his head 
And snorted at us= And- then he had to bolt»
We heard the miniature thunder where he fled.
And we saw him9 or thought we saw him, dim and grey. 
Like a shadow against the eurtain of falling flakes c 
111 .think the little fellow’s afraid of the snow0 
He 'isn’ t winter-brokeno It. isn’ t play 
With the little fellow at all* He’s running away0 
I doubt if even his mother eould tell him, ’Sakes, 
It’s only weather o’ He.’d think she didn’t know I 
Where is his mother? He can’t be out alone*’’ I 
And now he comes again With clatter of stone.
And mounts the wall again with whited eyes .
And all his tail that isn’t hair up straight0 
He shudders his coat as if to throw off flies o 
' ’’Whoever it is that leaves him out so late, 
llhen other creat’ures have gone to stall and bin̂  
Ought to be told to come and take him in*”

The second poem which Mr* Frost read is also a favorite 
of many* It is ah analogy of every man’s life and his 
relation to the whole worlds

STOPPING BY WOOLS ON A SNOWY EVENING

Whose woods these are I think I know* 
His house is in the village though;
He will not see me stopping here 
To watch his woods fill up with snow*
My little horse must think it queer 
To stop without a farmhouse near 
Between the woods and frozen lake 
The darkest evening of the year*
He gives his harness bells, a shake 
To ask if there is some mistake *
The only other sound’s the sweep 
Of easy wind and downy flake *
The woods are lovely, dark and deep. 
But I have promises to keep.
And miles to go before 1 sleep.
And miles to go before I sleep*



Mr0 Frost admitted that he does not like to-be $,pulled 
over the last limes** of his poems. *1*11 lie thenS** he warmed,
smilingo But although he shies aways when he cans from such 
names as "symbolism, ** his poems have the sure power of becoming 
symbols, when one learns to read into them as much trained and 
careful emotion as he has put into their making and into 
their reading,.

To further illustrate his points Mr* Frost read one of 
the earliest =-•= and loveliest — ■ of his lyricss "The Tuft of 
Flowers „n You will remember how it begins s: -

I went to turn the grass once after one 
llho mowed it in the dew before the sun®

The poet feels his loneliness until a. "bewildered butterfly9 
leads him to one remaining tuft of flowers which the first 
mower has. left beside, the brook„ .Then, he sayss he felts

o. „ o „ . o » » o oA spirit kindred to my owns;
So that henceforth I worked no more alonej
But glad with him, I worked as wi th his , aid#
And weary $ sought at noon with him the shade |
And dreaming, as it weres held brotherly speech 
With one whose thought, I had not hoped to reach*
"Men work together,9 I told him from the heart, - 
"Whether they work together or apart*9

"That,9 Mr> Frost commented, "is not a morality —  just 
a little philosophy I9 The poem was "a boyhood thing9 with 
him, he said, 91 way back*9’

Robert Frost likes his people as individuals, not in
mass formation* He does not believe in 9joining the gang,9
or in "working for democracy in a crowd*®

, "As so on as you show any sympathy .. with anyone nowadays,9 
he declared, "they think you want to join a settlement!9

Then he read "An Old Man1s Winter' Hight,m the last
three lines of Tshi eh . contain the picture $; ...

One aged man one man w  can*t fill a house, 
A farm, a countryside, or. if he can.
It*s. thus he does it of a wiofcer righto



lr0 Frost said that he endlessly feels like that —  that 
*%eJre all poor ’ critter Sop,f

He used PA Boadside Stand,** a recent poem, to illustrate 
further0 hey think I wrote it in sympathy looking inside,* 
he said* But, he insisted, he was “looking outside18 when he. 
wrote the following lines g-

The hurt to the scenery wouldn’t be my complaint 
So much as the trusting sorrow of what is unsaid::
Here far from the city we make our roadside stand 
And ask for some city money to feel in hand 
To try if it will not make our being expand.
And give us the life of the' moving pictures8 promise 
That the party in power is said to be keeping from us»

And these:

No, in country money, the country scale of gain, . 
The requisite lift of spirit has never been found. 
Or so the voice of the country seems to complain* .

Next, in my opinion, came the highlight of the eveningg 
Hr* Frost’s reading, from manuscriptj a new poem that he had 
just finished writing* It is impossible to express the 
careful, expectant and completely charming manner in which 
he presented it* His own wonder and surprise were clearly 
evident as he read It through; for, as he confessed later:
111 never know what the end will be when I begin a poem* I 
write poems about something I didn’ t know I knew I*'

This was the poem he read:

A CONSIDERABLE SPECK

A speck that would have been beneath my sight
On any but a paper sheet so white
Set off across what I had written there.
And I had idly poised my pen in air 
To stop it with a period of ink.
When something strange about it made me think 
Shis was no dust speck by my breathing blown 
But unmistakably a living mite 
With inclinations it could call its own*
It paused as with suspicion of my pen 
And then came racing on again
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To where my manuscript was not yet dry91 '
Then paused again and either drank or smelt ~
With horrors,for again it turned to fly0 
Plainly with an intelligence I dealte 
It seemed too tiny to have room for feet 
Yet must have had a set of them complete 
To express how much it didn' t want to die*
It ran with terror and with cunning crept„
It faltered I I could see it hesitate —
Then in the middle of the open sheet 
Cower down in desperation to accept 
Whatever I accorded it of fate©
I have none of the tenderer=than=thou
Political eollectivistic love
With which the modem world is being swept -
But this poor microscopic item now I
Since it was nothing I knew evil of
I let it lie there till I hope it slept ©

. I have a mind myself and recognize 
Hind where 1 meet with it in any guise»
Mo one can know how glad I am to find 
On any sheet the least display of mind©

It was my special delight the following summer to 
open a copy of the July Atlantic Monthly and to see there, 
unexpeetedly5 the above poem in printi It seems to me to 
be a perfect example of the ^obstinately gentle air,$ which 
is the special quality of Robert Frost©

Mr© Frost also read, on that first evening of the 
writers' conference, WA Drumlin Woodchuck,” "Departmental,w 
and the specially requested "Birchesw and "Brown's Descent©"' 

In introducing the first of these, he remarked that . 
what a writer writes about depends upon his "natural 
ulteriorities,16 in other words, upon what he. is© ,

"The Drumlin Woodchuck" is not merely a "woodchuck* s 
moral," of course, but one for the whole human race© The 
little ..woodchuck first of all builds his "strategic retreat, 
or back way out, and then sits down serenely at his front 
door t

As one who shrewdly pretends 
That he and the world are friends©

And he tells us, finally, that if he is still there for 
another day, or even .another years: V
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It will be b@eau.se» though small ‘
As measured against the Ally 
I have been so instinctively thorough 
About my orevice and burrow,

ffip. Frost gave us next his laugh at the expense of 
the totalitarian state3 in a little fable about the burial 
of an ants

It eouldn’t be called ungentle 
But how thoroughly departmental.

fhe poet denied that his popular ?$Birchesii was an 
f,@seape poem,** He called itInstead^ a **vacation poems*

So was I once myself a swinger of birches?
And so I dream of going back to be.

He contrasted 18strategic retreat*8 and ,8escape^ f$ reminding 
us that in the .poem itself he had requested#

May no fate willfully misunderstand me 
And half grant what 1 wi sh and snat ch me away 
Hot to return, Barth8 s the right place for love: 
I don81 know where it’s likely to go better.

Last of all-, that evening, he gave us tfBrown’s 
Descent,11 or “The Willy-Hilly Slide,88 one of the best . 
of his talk-flavored poems. It describes a farmer, with 
lantern in hand, who slips down an ley mountain while he 
is doing his choress .

Sometimes he came with arms outspread 
Like wings, revolving in the scene 

Upon his longer axis, and
With no small dignity of mien.

And after he has brought up at the bottom:



o o oNow he snappe’d his eyes three times; 
Then shook M s  lanternj saying, ‘’lie’s 

8 Bout out I”: and took the long way home 
By road, a matter of several miles0

Thus, on a merry note, ended our first evening with 
Robert Frost, the poet who believes in ’’little wholes that 
add up to great wholesomeness There would be much to 
followo But this had been more than a beginning,.



APPENDIX II

EDUCATION BY POETRY? A MEDITATIVE MONOLOGUE
By Robert Frost

From Amherst Aliamni Council News s Supplement to' Vol0 IV 
Number 4S March 1951. (Reprint from the Amherst Graduates8 
Quarterly3 February 1951o)

I am going to urge nothing In my talk* I am not an 
advocate. I am.going to consider a matter3 and commit a 
description. And I am going to describe other colleges 
than Amherst. Or, rather say all that is good can be taken 
as about Amherst °s all that is bad will be about other colleges 

I know whole colleges where all American poetry is 
barred —  whole colleges,, I know whole colleges where all 
contemporary poetry is barred.

I once heard of a minister who turned his daughter —  
his poetry-writing daughter — ■ out on the street to earn a 
livingg because he said there should be no more books written; 
God wrote one books and that was enough. (My friend, George 
Russ ell s f9AE:t99 has read no literature, he protests 9 since 
just before Chaucer.) >. '

That all seems sufficiently safe, and you cam say one 
thing for it. It takes the onus off the poetry of having 
to be used to teach children anything. It comes pretty hard 
on poetry, I sometimes think, —  what it has to bear in the 
teaching process.

Then I know whole colleges where, though they let in 
older poetry, they manage to bar all that is poetical in it 
by treating it as something other than poetry. It Is not so 
hard to do that. Their reason I have often hunted for. It 
may be that these people act from a kind of modesty. Who.are 
professors that they should attempt to deal with a thing as 
high and fine as poetry? Who are they? There i s a certain 
manly modesty In that. , ■

That is the best general way of settling the problem;: 
treat all poetry as if it were something else than poetry, 
as if it were syntax, language, science. Then you can even 
come down into the American and into the contemporary without 
any special risk.

' There is another reason they have, and that Is that 
they are,. first and foremost in life, markers. They have the 
marking problem to consider. Now, I stand here a teacher of
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many yeans1 experience; and I have never complained of having 
liad to mark. I had rather mark anyone for anything =•“ for his . 
lookss carriage5: his ideass his correctness, his exactness, 
anything you please, '*»- I would rather give him a mark in 
terms of letters. A, B, G, 33, than have to use adjectives on 
M m * ' ' We are all being marked by each other all the tiie, 
classified, ranked, put In our place, and I see ho escape 
from that o I am no sentimentalist* You have got to mark, 
first of all, for accuracy, for correctness0 But if I am 
going to give a mark, that is the least part of my marking*
The hard part is the part beyond that, the part where the 
adventure begins*

One other way to rid the. curriculum of the poetry 
nuisance has been considered* More" merciful than the others, 
it would neither abolish nor denature the poetry, but only 
turn it out to disport itself, with the plays and games —  
in no wise discredited, though given no credit for* Any one 
who liked to teach poetically could take his subject, whether 
English, Latin, Greek or French, out into the nowhere along 
with the poetry* One side of a sharp line would be left to 
the rigorous and righteousj the, other side would be assigned 
to the flowery where they would know what could be expected 
of them* Grade marks where more easily given, of course, in 
the courses concentrating on correctness and exactness as 
the only'forms of honesty recognized by plain people j A 
general indefinite, mark of X. in the courses that scatter 
brains over taste and opinion* On inquiry I have found no 
teacher willing to take position on either side of the line, 
either among the rigors or among the f lowers * Ho one is 
willing to admit that his discipline is not partly in exact
ness* Ho one is willing to admit that his discipline is not 
partly in taste and enthusiasm,*

How. shall a man go through college without having been 
marked for taste and judgment? What will become, of him?
What will his end be? He will have to take continuation 
courses for college graduates * He will have to go to night 
schools* They are having night schools now, you know, for 
college graduates* Why? Because they have not been educated 
enough to find their way around in contemporary literature *
They don1t know what they may safely like in the libraries 
and galleries* They don1t know how to judge an editorial 
when they see one* They don11 know how to judge a political 
campaign* They don11 know when they are being fooled by a 
metaphor, an analogy, a parable* And metaphor is, of course, 
what we are talking about* Education by poetry is education 
by metaphor*

Suppose we stop short of imagination, initiative, 
enthusiasm, inspiration and originality <=- dread words * Suppose 
we don11 mark in such things at all* There are still two .
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minimal thingsj, that we have got to take care of s taste and 
judgmento Americans- are supposed to have more judgment than 
taste5 hut taste is there to be dealt witho That is wimt 
poetryj, the only ar t in the colleges of arts9 . is there1 for»
I for my part would not be afraid to go in for enthusiasm®
There is the enthusiasm like a blinding light5 or the ■ 
enthusiasm like the deafening shout, the crude enthusi&sm 
that you get uneducated by poetry9 outside of poetry* -It 
is exemplified in what I might call f,sunset raving =,l You 
look westward toward the sunset9 or if you get up early 
enough, eastward toward the sunrise, and you rave „ It' is 
oh5 s and ah' s with you and no more *

But the enthusiasm I mean is taken through the prism 
of "the intellect and spread on the screen in a color, all 
the way from hyperbole at one end «■= or overstatement, at 
one end ’ to understatement at the other end. It is a long 
strip of dark lines and many colors, Such enthusiasm is; 
one object of all teaching in poetry,. I heard wonderful 
things said about Virgil yesterday, and many of them seemed 
to me crude enthusiasm, more like a deafening shout, many of 
them. But one speech had range, something of overstatement, 
something of statement, and something of understatement. It 
had all the colors of an enthusiasm passed through an idea,

I would be willing to throw away everything else but 
that:, enthusiasm tamed by metaphor. Let me rest the - base 
there, Enthusiasm tamed to metaphor, tamed to that much of it,
I do not think anybody ever knows the discreet use of metaphor, 
his own or other people?s, the discreet handling of metaphor, 
unless he has been properly educated in poetry, '

Poetry begins in trivial metaphors, pretty metaphors, 
“grace11 metaphors, and goes on to the profoundest thinking • 
that we have. Poetry provides the one permissible way of 
saying one thing and meaning another. People say, “Why don’t 
you say what you mean?“ We never do that, do we, being all.of 
us too much poets, 'We.like to talk in parables and in hints 
and in indirections whether from diffidence or some other 
instinct,

I have wanted in late years to go further and further 
in making metaphor the whole of thinking, I find some one 
now and then to agree with me that all thinking, except 
mathematical thinking, is metaphorical, or all thinking 
except scientific thinking. The mathematical might be difficult 
for me to bring in, but the scientific is easy enough.

Once on a time all the Greeks were busy telling each 
other,what the All was or was like unto. All was three 
elements, air, earth, and water (we once thought it was ninety 
elements| now we think it is only one). All was substance, 
said another, AIL was change, said a ...third. But best and 
most fruitful was Pythagoras’ comparison of the universe with 
number, lumber of what? lumber of feet, pounds, and seconds 
was the answer, and we had science and all that has followed
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in sisienee o The metaphor has held and held9 breaking down 
only when it came to the spiritual and psychological or the 
out of the way places of the physical.

The other day we had a visitor heres a noted scientists 
whose latest word to the world has been that the more 
accurately you know where a thing is, the less accurately 
you are able to state how fast it is moving. You can see 
why that would be so, without going back to Zeno? s problem 
of the arrow’s flight. In carrying numbers into,the realm 
of space and at the same time into the realm of time you are 
mixing metaphors, that is all, and you are in trouble. They 
won’t mix. The two don’t go together,

Let’s take two or three more of the metaphors now in 
use to live by, I have just spoken of one of the new ones, 
a charming mixed metaphor, right in the realm of higher 
mathematics and higher physicss that the more accurately 
you state, where a thing.is, the less accurately you will be 
able to tell how fast it is moving, And, of course, everything 
is moving, Everything is an event now. Another metaphor, A 
thing, they say, is an event. Do you believe it? lot quite,
I believe- it is almost an event, But I like the comparison 
of a thing with an event,

I notice another ^rom the same quarter, ”In the 
neighborhood of matter space is so®thing like curved,” Isn’t 
that a good one I It seems to me that that is simply and 
utterly charming to say that space is something like 
curved in the neighborhood of matter» ’’Something like,”

Another amusing one is from what is the bool?
I can’ t say it now; but here is the metaphor. Its aim -is to 
restore you to your ideas of free will. It wants to give you 
back your freedom of will. All right, here it is on a 
platter. You know that you can’t tell by name what persons 
in a certain class will be dead ten years after graduation, 
but you can tell aetuarially how many will be dead, low, 
just so this scientist says of the particles of matter1flying 
at a screen, striking a screen; you can’t tell what individual 
particles will come, but you can say in general that a certain 
number will strike in a given time. It shows, you see, that 
the individual particles can come freely, I asked Bohr about , 
that particularly, and he said, ’’Yes, it is so. It can come 
when it wills and as it wills| .and the action of the individual 
particle is unpredictable. But it is not so of the action of 
the mass. There you can predict,” .He says, wThat gives the 
individual atom its freedom, but the mass its.necessity,”

Another metaphor that has interested us in our time and 
has done all our thinking for us is the metaphor of evolution, 
lever mind going into the Latin word. The metaphor is simply 
the metaphor of the growing plant or of. the growing thing.
And somebody very brilliantly, quite a while ago,.said that 
the whole universe, the whole of everything, was like unto a 
growing thing. That is all, I know the metaphor will break
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dote at some pointa but it has failed everywhere„ it is a 
very brilliant metaphor, I acknowledge, though I myself get 
too tired of the kind of essay that talks about the evolution 
of-candy, we will say, or the evolution of elevators the 
evolution of this, that, and the other„ Everything is> 
evolution^ I emancipate myself by simply saying that I 
didn’t get up the metaphor and so am. not much interested in it®

What I am pointing out is that unless you are at home 
in the metaphor, unless you have had your proper poetical 
education in the metaphor, you are not safe anywhere» Because 
you are not at ease teth figurative values? you don’t know 
the metaphor in its strength and its weaknessc You don’t know 
hoW far you may expect to ride it and when it may break, down 
with yOUo, You are not safe in science; you are not safe in 
historyo In history, for instance —  to show that it is the 
same in history as elsewhere —  I heard somebody say yester
day that Aeneas was to be likened unto (those words, "likened 
unto" t) George Washing ton 0 He was that type of national her©, 
the •middle-class man, nbt thinking of being a hero at all, 
bent on building the future, bent on his children, hisp 
descendantso •A good metaphor, as far as it goes, and you 
must know how faro And then he added that Odysseus should 
be likened unto Theodore Roosevelt, I don’t think that is,so 
goodo Someone visiting Gibbon at the point of death, said he 
was the same Gibbon as of old, still at his parallels®

. Take the :way we have been led into our present position, 
morally, the world over» It is by a sort of metaphorical 
gradient® There is a kind of thinking —  to speak metaphorically 
there is a kind of thinking you might say was endemic in the 
brothel® It is always there® And every now and then in some 
mysterious way It becomes epidemic in the world® And how does 
It do so? By using all the good words that virtue has invented 
to maintain virtue® It uses honesty, first, —  frankness,
. sincerity—  those wordspicks them up, uses them®' "In the 
name of honesty, let us see what we are®" You know® And then 
it picks up the word joy® "Let us, in the name of joy, which 
is the enemy of our ancestors, the Puritans®® ® Let us in the 
name of joy, which is the enemy of the kill-joy Puritan®.® ®"
You see® "Let us,11 and so on® And then, "In the name of . 
health®®®-" Health is mother good word® And that is the 
metaphor Freudianism trades on, mental health. And the first 
thing we know, it has us all in up to the top knot® T suppose 
we may blame the artists a good deal, because they are great 
people to spread by metaphor® The stage too—  the stage is 
always a good intermediary between the two worlds, the under 
and the upper, —  if I may say so without personal prejudice 
to the stage®

In all this I have only been saying that the devil can 
quote Scripture, which simply means that the good words you 
have lying around the devil can use for his purposes as well 
as anybody else® lever mind about my morality® I am not here



to urge anythingo I don’t care whether the world is good or 
bad not on any partieular day =

Let me ask you to watch a metaphor breakihg down here ' 
before youc

Somebody said to me a little while agô  ^It is easy 
enough for me to think of the universe as a machine, as a 
imchanism0is

I said, ’’You mean the universe is like a machine?®
He said, ®H'o» I think it is one*, . Well, it is likebo o® 
®1 think you mean the universe is like a machineo®
®A11 righto Let it go at that „!1 -
I asked him, "Did you ever.see a machine without a 

pedal for the foot, or a lever for the hand, or a button for 
the finger?®

He said, ®Ho -=* ho0® . ‘
1 said, "All righto . Is the universe like that?®
And he said, ®Hoo I mean it is like a machine,; only*«* ® 
®oooit is different from a machine,® I saido ‘
He wanted to go just that far with the metaphor and no 

further» And so do we all* All metaphor breaks down Some
where» That is the beauty of it* It is touch and. go irith ' 
the metaphor, and until you live with it long enough you 
don’t know when it is goingD You don’t know how much you can 
get out of it and when it will cease to yield. It is a very 
living.thingo It is as life itself,

' I have heard this ever since .1 can remember, and ever 
since I have taught; the teacher must teach the pupil to think, 
I saw a teacher once going around in a great school and snapping 
pupils’ heads with thumb and finger and saying, "Think,® That 
was when, thinking was becoming the fashion. The , fashion hasn’ t 
yet quite gone out.

We still ask boys in college to think, as in the nineties 
but we seldom tell them what thinking means| we seldom' tell 
them it is just putting this and that together; it is ‘just 
saying one thing in terms of another. To tell them is to 
set their feet on the first, rung of the ladder the top of 
which sticks through the sky,

Greatest of all attempts to say one thing in terms of 
another, is the philosophical attempt to say matter in terms 
of spirit, or spirit in terns of matter, to make the final 
unity. That is the greatest attempt that ever failed* We. 
stop just short there. But; it is the height of poetry, the 
height of all thinking, the height of all poetic thinking, 
that attempt to say matter in terms of spirit and spirit in 
terms of matter. It is wrong to call anybody a materialist 
simply because he tries to say spirit in terms of matter, as 
if that were a sin, Materialism is not the attempt to say 
all in terms of matter. The only materialist — » be he poet, 
teacher, scientist, politician, or statesman is the man 
who gets lost in his material without a gathering metaphor to 
throw it into shape and order. He is the lost soul.
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■We ask people to thinks’ and we don’t sho# them what 
thinking is. Somebody says we don’t need to show them how 
to think| bye and bye they will think. We will give them 
the forms of sentences and, if they have any ideas, then 
they will know how to write them. Bnt that is preposterous. 
All there is to writing is having ideas. To learn to write 
is to learn to have ideas.

The first lit tie met aphor... Take some of the trivial 
Ones. I would rather have trivial ones of my own to live, by 
than the big ones of other people.

I remember a boy saying,, ; ’’He is the kind of person 
that wounds with his shield.n That may be a slender one, of 
course. It goes a good way in character description. It 
has poetic grace. ’’He is the kind the wounds with his 
shield.t? -The shield reminds me just to linger a minute -== 
the shield reminds me of the inverted shield spoken of in 
one o f the books of the ^Odyssey,n the book -that tells about 
the longest swim on record. I forget how long it lasted —  ■ 
several days, wasn’t it? — > but at last as Odysseus came 
near the coast of Phoenicia, he saw it on the horizon •,llike 
an inverted shield.18
V There is a better metaphor in the same book. In the 

end; Odysseus comes ashore and crawls up the beach to spend 
the night under a double olive tree, and it says, as in a 
lonely farmhouse where it is hard to get fire -- I am not 
quoting exactly —  where it i s; hard to start the fire again
if it goes out, they cover the seeds of fire with ashes to
preserve it for the night, so Odysseus covered himself with 
the leaves around him and went to sleep. There you have 
sometiing that gives you character, something of Odysseus 
himself. “Seeds of fire.,8 So Odysseus covered the seeds, of 
fire in himself. You get the .greatness of his nature.'

But these are slighter metaphors than the ones we 
live by. They have their charm, their passing charm. They 
are as it were the first steps toward the great thoughts, 
grave thoughts, thoughts lasting to the end.

The metaphor whose manage we are best taught in
poetry t— ihat is all there is of thinking. It may. not; seem 
far for the mind to go-but it is the mind’s furthest. The 
richest accumulation of the ages is the noble metaphors we 
have rolled up.

I want to add one thing more that the experience of 
poetry is to anyone who comes close to poetry. There are 
two ways of coming close to poetry. One is by writing 
poetry. And some people think I want people to write poetry, 
but I don’t| that is, I don’t necessarily. I only Want people 
to write poetry, if they want to write poetry. I have never 
encouraged anybody to write poetry that did not. want to write 
it, and I have not always encouraged those who did want to 
write it. That ought to be one ’ s own funeral. It is a hard.



hard life, as they say0(I have just been to a city in the lest s a city full, 
of poets9 a city they have made safe for poets * The whole 
city is so lovely that you do not have to write it up to 
make it poetry| it is ready-made for you* But, I don't know —  
the poetry written in that city might not seem like poetry if 
read outside of the eity0 It would be like the jokes made 
when you were drunk? you have to get drunk again to appreciate 
them*) : h ' '

But? as I sayj, there is another way to come close to , 
poetrŷ , fortunatelys and that is in the reading of it? not as 
linguistics j, not as history j, not as' anything but poetry,. It 
Is one of the hard things for a teacher to know how close a 
man has come in reading poetry« How do I know whether a man 
has' come close to Keats in reading Keats? It is hard for me 
to know0 I have lived with some boys a whole year over some
of the poets and I have not felt sure whether they have come .
near what it was all about„ One remark sometimes told me 
One remark was their mark for the year? had to be —  it was
all I got that told me what I wanted to know0 And that is'
enoughs if it was the right remark9 if it came close enoughs 
I think a man might make twenty fool remarks if he made one 
good one some time in the year» His mark would depend upon 
that good remarko •

' The closeness --=■ everything depends on the closeness
with which you come, and you ought to be marked for., the
closeness, for nothing else„ And that will ha% to be 
estimated by change remarks, not by question.and answer»
It is only by accident that you know some day how near a
person has come„ -

The per son who gets close enough to poetry, he is going 
to know more about the word belief than anybody else knows, 
eveh in religion nowadays„ There are two or three places 
where we know belief outside of religion« One of them is at 
the age of fifteen to twenty, in our self ̂belief,, A young 
man knows more abmrfc himself than he is able to prove to anyone. He has no knowlgdge that anybody else will accept 
as knowledge„ In. his foreknowledge he has something that is 
going to believe itself into fulfillment, into acceptance<>

There is another belief like that,.the belief in 
someone else, a relationship of two .that Is - going to be 
believed into fulfillment0 That is what we are talking 
about in our novels, the belief of love„ And the disillusion
ment from disappointment in that belief. That belief can 
fail, of courseo

Then there is a literary ̂ eMefo Every time a poem 
is written, every time a short story is written, it is 
written not by cunning, but by belief, The beauty, the 
something, the little charm of the thing to be, is more 
felt than known. There is a common jest, one that always



annoys me s on the writers# that they write the last end. . 
first, and then work up to itj that they lay a train toward 
one sentence that they think is pretty nice and have all 
fixed up to set like a trap to close with. Hos it should 
not be that way at all* So one' who has ever eome close to 
the arts has failed to see the difference between things 
written that way, with cunning and device, and the kind 
that are believed into existence, that begin in something 
more felt than known= This you can realize quite as well —  • 
not quite as well, perhaps, but nearly as well -- in reading 
as you can in writing0 I would undertake to separate -'short 
stories on that principle| stories that have been believed 
into existence and stories that have been cunningly devised* 
And I could separate the poems still more easily*

Mow I think •=- I happen to think =•= that those three 
beliefs that I speak of, the self-belief, the love-belief, 
and the art-belief, are all closely related to the God- 
belief, that the belief in God is a relationship you enter 
into with Him to bring about the future * .

There is a national belief like that, top* One feels 
it* I have been where I came near getting up and walking out 
on the people who thought that they had to talk against 
nations, against nationalism, in order to curry favor with 
internationalism* Their metaphors are all mixed up. They 
think that because a Frenchman and an American and an English
man can all sit down on the same platform and reeeive'1'honors ̂ 
together , it must -be that there is no such thing as nations * 
That kind of bad thinking springs from a source we all know*
I should want to say to anyone like that: nLook I First I 
want to be a person. And I want you to be a person, and then 
we can be as impersonal as you please. We can pull each 
other’s noses —  do all sorts of things, But, first of all, 
you have got to have the personality. First of all, you have 
got1 to have the nations and then they can be as international 
as they please with each other, n?

I should like to use another metaphor on them, 5 I want 
my palette, if I am a painter, 1 want my palette on my thumb 
or on my chair, all clean, pure, separate colors, Then I will 
do the mixing on the canvas. The canvas is where the work of 
art is, where we make the conquest. But we want the nations 
all separate, pure, distinct, things as separate as we can 
make them; and then in our thoughts, in our arts, and so on, 
we can do what we please about it*

But I go back. There are four beliefs that I know 
more about from having lived with poetry. One is the personal 
belief, which is a knowledge that you don’t want to tell other 
people about because you canrot prove that you know. You are 
saying nothing about it till you see,. The love belief, just 
the same, has that same shyness, It knows it cm,not tell;

3196
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only th© outcome c m  tell. And the national belief we enter 
into soeially with each other, all together, party of the 
first part, party of the second part, we enter into that to 
bring.the fnture' of the country. We cannot tell some people 
what it is we believe, partly, because they are too stupid 
to understand and partly because we are too proudly vague to 
explain. And anyway it has got to be fulfilled, And we are , 
not talking until we know more, until we have something to 
show, ; And then the literary one in every work of art, not of 
cunning and craft, mind you, but of real artj that believing 
the thing into existence, saying as you go more than you 
even hoped you were going to be able to say, and coming with : 
surprise to an end that you foreknew only with some sort of 
emotion. And then finally the relationship we enter into 
with Sod to believe the future in —  to believe the hereafter 
in o ' ' -



APPEHDIX III

THE FIGIHE. A P0E1 1AEES 
By Robert Frost

Introduction to Collected Poems of Robert Frosty 1959o 
First Printingo. Mew York? H0 Holt and Company, 19590 436 pp.,

Abstraction is an old story with the philosophers, 
but it has been like a mew toy in the hands of the artists 
of our dayo Why can* t we have any one quality of poetry we 
choose by itself? We can have in thoughto Then it will go 
hard if we can’t -in practice0- Our lives for it®

Granted no one but a humanist much cares how sound a 
poem is if it is only a sound0 The sound is the gold in the 
ore« Then we will have the sound out alone and dispense with 
the inessentialc We do till we make the discovery that the 
object in writing poetry is to make all poems sound as different 
as possible,from each other, and the resources for that of 
vowels, consonants, punctuation, .syntax, words, sentences, 
meter are not enough» We need the help of context - meaning -
subject matter<, That is the greatest help towards variety0
All that can be done wi th words is soon told. So also with 
meters - particularly in our language where there are virtually 
but two, strict iambic and loose iambico The ancients with 
many were still poor if they depended on meters for all tune *
It .is painful to watch our sprung-rhythmists straining at the 
point of omitting one short from a foot for relief from 
monotonyo The possibilities for tune from the dramatic tones
of meaning struck across the rigidity of a limited meter are
endless. And we are back in poetry as merely one more art of 
having something to say, sound or unsound. Probably better if 
sound, because deeper and from wider experience.

. Then there is this wildness whereof it is spoken.
Granted again that it has an equal claim with sound to being 
a poem’s better half. If it is a wild tune, it is a poem. Our 
problem then is, as modern abstractionists, to have the wildness 
pure| to be wild with nothing to be wild about. We bring up 
: as aberrationlsts, ' giving way to undirected associations and 
kicking ourselves from one chance suggestion to another in all 
directions, as of a hot afternoon in the life of a grasshopper. 
Theme alone canlstbady us down. Just as the first mystery was 
how a poem could have a tune in such a straightness as meter.



so the second mystery is how a poem can have wildness and at 
the same time a subject that shall be fulfilled*

It should be of the pleasure of a poem itself to tell 
how it ,can* The figure a poem makes* It begins in delight 
and ends in wisdom* The f igure is the same as for love * Ho 
one can really hold that the ecstasy should-be static and 
stand still in one place. It begins in delight, it inclines 
to the impulse, it assumes direction with the first line laid 
down, it runs a course of lucky events, and ends in a 
clarification of life - not necessarily a great clarification, 
such as sects and cults are founded on, but in a momentary stay 
against confusion* It has denouement * It has an outcome that 
though uhfoiEseen was predestined from the first image of the 
original mood - and indeed from the very mood. It is but a 
trick poem and no poem at all if the best part of it was 
thought of first and saved for the last. It finds its own 
name as it goes and discovers the best waiting for it in 
some final phrase at once wise and sad the happy-sad blend 
of the drinking song, '

Ho tears in the writer, no tears in the reader'* Ho 
surprise for the writer, no surprise for the reader. For me 
the initial delight is in the surprise of remembering something 
1 didn*t know I knew* I am in a place, in a situation, as if 
I had materialized from cloud or risen out of the ground.
There is a glad recognition of the long lost and the rest 
follows* Step by step the wonder- of unexpected supply keeps 
growing* The impressions most useful to my purpose seem always, 
those I was unaware of and so made no note of at the time when 
taken, and the conclusion is come to that like giants we are 
always hurling experience ahead of us to pave the future with 
against the day when, we may want to strike a line of purpose • 
across it for somewhere * The line will have the more charm 
for not being mechanically. straight, We enjoy the straight 
crookedness of a good walking stick* Modern instruments of 
precision are being used to make things crooked as if by eye 
and hand in the old days* -

I tell how there may be a better wildness of logic 
than of inconsequence, But the logic Is. backward,, in 
retrospect, after the act* It must be more felt than seen 
ahead like prophecy, ' It must be a revelation, or a series 
of revelations, as much for the poet as for the reader* For 
it to be that there must have been the greatest, freedom of 
the material to move about in it and to establish relations 
In it regardless of time and space, pregioua relation, and 
everything but affinity* We prate of freedom* We call our 
schools free because we are not free to stay away from them 
till we are sixteen years of age* I have given up my democratic 
prejudices and now unwillingly set the lower classes free to 
be completely taken care of by the upper classes* Political 
freedom is nothing to me* I bestow it right and left* All
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I would keep for myself Is the freedom of my material - the 
eondition of body asad mind now and then to summons aptly 
from the rast chaos of all I have lived tbrought

Scholars and artists thrown together are often annoyed 
at the puzzle of where they differ. Both work from knowledge| 
but X suspect they differ most importantly in the way their 
knowledge Is come by. Scholars get theirs with conscientious 
thoroughness along projected lines of logic| poets theirs 
cavalierly and as it happens in and out of books, They stick 
to nothing deliberately, but let what will stick to them like 
burrs when they walk in the fields® Ho acquirement is on 
assignment^ or even self-assignment. Knowledge of the second 
kind is much more available in the wild free ways of wit and 
art, A school boy may be defined as one who can tell:?y>u what 
he knows in the order in which he learned it® The artist 
must value himself as he snatches a thing from "some previous 
order in time and space into a new order with not so much as 
a ligature clinging to it of the pld place where it was 
organic »

; More than once I should have lost my soul to radicalism 
if it had been the originality it was: mistaken for by its 
young converts o Originality and initiative are what 1 ask 
for my country. For myself the originality need be no more 
than the freshness of a poem run in the way I have described: 
from delight to wisdom. The figure is the same as for love, 
hike a piece of ice on a hot stove the poem must ride on its 
own melting, A poem, may be worked over once it is in being, 
but may not be worried into being. Its most precious quality 
will remain its having run itself and carried away the poet 
with it* Bead it a hundred timess it will forever keep its 
freshness as a metal keeps its fragrance» It cam never lose 
its sense of a meaning that once unfolded by surprise as it 
went®. :
’ ' " : i'vV;.:/v  .'h v - " ; ' ' B, F,
Boston, January 11, 1939



APPEIDIX IF

THE GONSTAMT SliffiOL 
- By Bobert Frost

latroduetory Essay to The Poems off Robert Frost0 
Hew York?; The Modern Library, 1946» 445' pp.

Iliere seems to be. some such folk saying as that easy 
to under stand is' contemptible s. hard to. understand irritating c 
The Implication is that just easy enoughs just hard enough? 
right in the middle is wbat literary criticism ought to 
fostero A-glance backward over the past convinces me other
wise « The Iliads Odysseyj, and Aeneid are easy0 The Purgatorlo 
is said to be hard. The Song of Songs is hard. There have 
been works lately to surpass all records for hardness, Some 
knotted riddles tell what may be worth our trouble, But hard 
or easy seems to be of slight use as a test either way,

. Texture is surely something, A good piece of weaving 
takes rank with a picture as decoration for the wall of a 
studio,, though it must be admitted to verge on the arty.
There is a time of apprenticeship to texture when it shouldn't 
matter if the stuff is never made up into anything. There 
may be scraps of repeated form all over it. But form as 
a whole I ‘Don't be shocking I The title of his first book was 
Fragment s * The artist has to grow up and coarsen a litt le 
before"he looks on texture as not an end in itself,

And there are many other things I have found myself 
saying about poetry5 but the chiefest of these is that it is 
metaphor/saying one thing and meaning another, saying one 
thing in terms of another, the pleasure of ulteriority.
Poetry is simply made of metaphor. So also is philosophy —  
and science, too, for that matter, if it will take the soft 
impeachment from a friend. Every poem is a new metaphor 
inside or it is nothing. And there is a sense in which all 
poems are the same old metaphor always.

Every single poem written regular is a symbol small 
or great of the way the will has to pitch into commitments 
deeper and deeper to a rounded conclusion and then be judged 
for whether any original intention it had has been strongly 1 
spent or weakly lost5 be it in art, politics, school, church, 
business, love, or marriage —  in a piece of work or in a 
career. Strongly spent is Synonymous with kept.



We may speak after sentence$ resenting judgment0 Hew 
can the world know anything, so intimate as tin at we were 
intending to do? The. answer is the world presumes to know<,
The ruling passion in man is not as Viennese as is claimed.'
It is rather a gregarious instinct to keep together by minding 
each other’s business» G-rex rather than sex. We must be 
preserved from becoming egregious0 The beauty of socialism 
is that it will end the individuality that is always crying 
out mind your own businesso Terence’s answer would be all 
human business is ay businesso No more invisible means of 
supports no more invisible motivess no more invisible anything0 
The ultimate commitment is giving in to it that an outsider ■ 
may see what we were up to sooner and better than we ourselves<, 
The bard has said in effects Unto these forms did I commend 
the spirito It may take him a year after the act to confess, 
he only betrayed the spirit with a rhymster’s cleverness and 
to forgive his enemies the critics for not having listened 
to his oaths and protestations to the contrary0 Had he any
thing to be true to? Was he true to it? Did he use good 
words? You couldn’t tell unless you made out what idea they 
were supposed to be ■ good for.. Every poem is an, epitome of 
the great predicaments a figure of the will braving alien, 
entanglements. ■

Take the President in the White House. A study of 
the success of his intenthn might have to go clear back to 
when as a young politician, youthfully step-careless, he 
made the choice between the two parties of our system. He 
may have stood for a moment wishing he knew of a third party 
nearer the ideal; but only for a moment, since he was practical. 
And in fact he may have been so little impressed with the 
importance of his choice that he left his first commitment to 
be made for him by his friends and relatives. It was only a 
small commitment anyway, like a kiss. He can scarcely 
remember how much, credit he deserved personally for the 
decision it took. Calculation is, usually no part in the 
first step in any walk. And behold him now a statesman so 
multifariously closed in on with obligations and answerabilities 
that sometimes he loses his august temper. He might as well 
have got himself into a sestina royal.

Or he may be a religious nature, whp lightly gets 
committed to a nameable church through an older friend in 
plays and games at the Y. M. 0. A. The next he knows he is 
in a theological school and next in the pulpit of a Sunday 
wrestling with the angel for a blessing on his self-defensive 
interpretation of the Greed. Shat of his original intention 
mow? At least he has had the advantage of having act more in 
his -heart than in his head; so that he should have made shift 
to assert it without being chargeable with compromise. He 
could go a long way before he had to declare anything he could 
be held to. He began with freedom to squander. He has to 
acknowledge himself in a tighter and tighter place. But his
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courage asked for it e It would have "been the same if he had 
gone to the Worth Pole or climbed Everest0 All that concerns 
us is whether his story was one of conformance or performance* 

There's an indulgent smile I get for the recklessness 
of the unnecessary commitment I made when I cam to the first 
line in the second stanza of a poem in my book called “Stopping 
by Woods on a Snowy E v e n i n g I  was riding too high to care 
what trouble I incurred* And it was all right so long as I 
didn't suffer deflection*

The poet goes in like a rope skipper to make the most 
of his opportunities * If he trips himself he stops the rope *
He is of our stock and has been brought up by ear to choice 
of two metresj, strict iambic and loose iambic (not to count 
varieties of the latter). He may have any length of line up 
to six feet* He may use an assortment of line lengths for 
any shape of stanza, like Herrick in “To Daffodils *ft Mot 
that he is running wild* His intention is of course a particular 
mood that won't be satisfied with anything less than its own 
fulfillment * But it is not yet a taoaght concerned with what 

. becomes it* One thing to know It by2 it shrinks shyly from
anticipatory expression* Tell love beforehand and, as Blake
says. It loses flow Tgafchout filling the mould; the east will 
be a reject* The freshness of a poem belongs absolutely to 
its not having been thought out and then set to verse as the 
verse in burn might be set to music* A poem is the emotion 
of having a thought while the reader waits a little anxiously 
for'the success of dawn* The only discipline to begin with 
is the inner mood that at worst may give the poet a false

- start or two like the almost microscopic filament of cotton
that goes before the blunt thread-end and must be picked up 
first by the eye of the needle * He must be entranced to the 
exact premonition * Mo mystery is meant* When familiar friends 
approach each other in the street both are apt to have this 
experience in feeling:before knowing the pleasantry they will 
inflict on each.other in passing*

Probably there is something between the mood and the 
vocal imagination (Images of the voice speaking) that determines 
a man*s first commitment to metre and length of line*

Suppose him to have written down “When In disgrace 
with Fortune and men's eyes*“ He,has uttered about as. much 
as he has to live up to in the theme as in the form* Odd 
how the two advance into the open pari passu* He'has given 
out that he will descend into Hades, but he has confided in 
no one how far before he will turn back, or whether he will 
turn back at.all, and by what Jutting points of rock he will 
pick his way* He may proceed as in blank verse* Two lines 
more, however, and he has let himself in for rhyme, three 
more and he has set himself a stanza* Up to this point his 
discipline has been the self-discipline whereof it is written 
in so great praise* The harsher discipline from without is
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now well beguno He who knows not both knows neither0 His 
worldly commitments are now three or four deep0 Between us s. 
he was no doubt bent on the sonnet In the first place from 
habitj, and what’s the use in pretending he was a freer agent 
than he had any ambition to be0 He had made most of his 
commitments all in one plunge „ The only suspense he asks, 
us to share with him is in the theme« He goes' down, for 
instance, to a depth that must surprise him as much as it 
does us«, But he doesn’t even have the say of how long his 
piece will be„ Any worry is as to whether he will outlast 
or last out the fourteen .lines —  have to cramp or stretch 
to come out even have enough bread for the butter or 
butter for the breade As a matter of fact, he gets through 
in twelve lines and doesn’t know quite what to do with the 
last two 0

Things like that and worse are the reason the sonnet 
is so suspect, a form and has driven so many to free verse and 
even to the- novelo Many a quatrain is salvaged from a sonnet 
that went.- agleyo Dobson confesses frankly to having changed 
from one form to another after starting? ”1 intended an 
Ode, And it turned to a S o n n e t B u t  he reverses the usual 
order of being driven from the harder down to the easier^
And he has a better excuse for weakness of will than most, 
namely, Rose0

Jeremiah, it seems, has had his sincerity questioned 
because the anguish of his lamentations.was tamable to the 
form of twenty-two stanzas for the twenty-two letters of the 
alphabeto The Hebrew alphabet, has been kept to the twenty- 
two letters it came out of Egypt with, so the number twenty- 
two means as much form as ever0

But there they go again with the old doubt about law 
and order0 (The communist looks forward to a day of order 
without law, bless his merciful hear to') To the right person 
it must seem naive to distrust form as such0 The very words 
•of the dictionary are a restriction to make the best of or 
stay out of and be, silent, Goining new words isn’t en- 
cotiragedo We play the words as we find, them. We make them 
doo Form in language is such a disjected lot of old broken 
pieces it seems almost as nonexistent.as the spirit till the 
two embrace in the skye They are not to be thought of as. 
encountering in rivalry but in creation. Mo judgment on 
either alone counts. We see what Whitman’s extravagance 
may have meant when he said the body was the soul.

Here is where it all comes out. The mind is a baby 
giant who, more provident in the cradle than he knows, has 
hurled his paths in, life all round ahead of him like play
things given —  data so-called* They are vocabulary, grammar, 
prosody, and diary, and it will be too bad if he. can’t find 
stepping stones of them for his feet wherever he wants to go* 
The way will be zigzag, but it will be a straight crookedness 
like the walking stick he cuts himself in the bushes for an
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emblem* He will be judged as he does or doesn't let this zig 
or that zag project him off out of his general direction* 

Teacher or student or investigator whose chance, bn 
these defenseless lines may seize, your pardon if for once I 
point you out what ordinarily you would point me out» To 
some it will seem strange that I should have written my verse 
regular all this time without knowing till yesterday that it 
was from fascination with this constant symbol, I celebratee 
To the right person it will seem lucky; since in finding out 
too much too soon there is danger of arrest* Does anyone 
believe I would have committed myself to the treasori-reason- 
season rhyme-set in my "Reluctance11 if I had been blase 
enough to know that these three words about exhausted the 
possibilities? Ho rhyming dictionary for me to make me face 
the f acts of rhyme * I may spy the strain of rhyming is less 
since I came to see words as phrase-ends to countless phrases 
just as the syllables ly, ing, and .ation are word-ends to 
countless wordso. Heave something to learn still later*
We’d have lost most of our innocence by forty anyway even 
if we never went to school a day*

TO THE RIGHT PERSOH 
Fourteen Hines ’

In the one state of ours that is a shire 
There is a District Schoolhouse I admire 
As much as anything for situation*
There are few institutions standing higher 
This side the Rockies in my estimation -- 
Two thousand feet above the ocean level*
It has two entries for co-education,
But there’s a tight-shut look to either door 
And to the windows of its fenestration 
As if to say mere knowledge was the■devil. 
And this ; school wasn’t keeping any more, 
Unless for penitents..who took their seat 
Upon■its doorsteps as at Mercy’s feet 
To make up for a lack of meditation*


